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ABSTRACT

By the application of the Service-oriented Architecture (SOA) paradigm on
business processes, workflows can be decomposed into basic activities that can
be realized by reusable services offering a specific business functionality. In order to compose cross-organizational service-based workflows, services can be
sourced from internal as well as from external providers. On a large service
market, services are offered with varying Quality of Service (QoS) levels and
several pricing models. Providing a high level of QoS concerning composite
services or service-based workflows is of high importance for an intermediary,
acting as a service orchestrator, selling composed service-based workflows to
his consumers. Besides efficient workload predictions, fast and efficient solution strategies for QoS and cost optimization are mandatory for the intermediary in order to stay competitive and to enable fast reaction strategies on
varying demands of workflow execution requests.
This thesis provides several contributions to the QoS optimization of servicebased workflows from the intermediary’s point of view. The main contribution
is the development and the evaluation of efficient resource planning heuristics,
facilitating the fast computation of invocation plans out of services with limited execution capacities, offered by a specific pricing model. Thus, a resource
planning optimization model, solved by mathematical optimization with an
exact solution as well as by the application of the developed heuristics, is introduced.
Additional contributions address several challenges in the field of QoS optimization of service-based workflows. As a foundation, a classification of pricing models for services is developed and the impact of several pricing models
on the service selection process for service-based workflows is presented. Several solution strategies for the QoS optimization are developed supporting the
intermediary in the worst- and average-case performance analysis of servicebased workflows. In an average-case analysis, key findings of queuing theory
are adapted to the concept of service-based workflows and several optimization approaches are developed. These support the intermediary by the optimization of the service utilization incorporating constraints such as the overall
response time. Furthermore, major concepts of network calculus are identified and adapted to the concept of service-based workflows. Consequently,
optimization approaches are developed facilitating the optimization of QoS
parameters such as the delay or the throughput in the worst-case. Finally, an
architectural extension for generic QoS management systems for service-based
workflows is proposed, facilitating the realization and implementation of the
developed solution strategies for the resource planning of service-based workflows.
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K U R Z FA S S U N G

Eine durchgängige Anwendung des Paradigmas dienstbasierter Architekturen
auf Geschäftsprozesse ermöglicht die Dekomposition von Workflows in grundlegende Aktivitäten, die durch Dienste einer bestimmten Funktionalität abgebildet werden können. Gerade im Hinblick auf die Realisierung von unternehmensübergreifenden dienstbasierten Workflows ist es möglich, Dienste sowohl
von internen als auch von externen Anbietern einzubinden. Diese Dienste werden auf einem sogenannten Dienste-Marktplatz mit variierenden Dienstgütemerkmalen und verschiedenen Preismodellen angeboten. Für einen Intermediär, der Workflows komponiert und diese an seine Kunden verkauft, ist es von
hoher Bedeutung einen Workflow mit hohen Dienstgüteeigenschaften anzubieten. Neben einer effizienten Vorhersage des Anfrageverhaltens sind schnelle
und effiziente Lösungsstrategien zur Optimierung von Dienstgüte und Kosten
von hoher Relevanz um wettbewerbsfähig zu bleiben und um schnell auf sich
änderndes Nachfrageverhalten von Workflow-Ausführungsanfragen reagieren
zu können.
Die vorliegende Arbeit liefert verschiedene Beiträge zur Dienstgüteoptimierung von dienstbasierten Workflows aus Sicht eines Intermediärs. Kernbeitrag
der Arbeit ist die Entwicklung und Evaluierung effizienter Heuristiken für
die Ressourcenplanung, die eine schnelle Berechnung von Ausführungsplänen von Diensten mit begrenzter Ausführungskapazität und einem speziellen
Preismodell ermöglichen. Zur Lösung des Problems der Ressourcenplanung
werden mathematische Verfahren und Heuristiken eingesetzt.
Weitere Beiträge dieser Arbeit adressieren verschiedene zusätzliche Herausforderungen der Dienstgüteoptimierung von dienstbasierten Workflows. Ausgangspunkt ist eine Klassifizierung von Preismodellen sowie die Untersuchung
der Auswirkungen verschiedener Preismodelle auf den Diensteauswahlprozess.
Darüber hinaus werden verschiedene Lösungsstrategien der Dienstgüteoptimierung entwickelt, die den Intermediär in der Analyse des mittleren und
des schlechtesten Verhaltens hinsichtlich der Dienstgüte eines Workflows unterstützen. Für die Analyse des mittleren Verhaltens werden Erkenntnisse aus
der Warteschlangentheorie an dienstbasierte Workflows adaptiert und Optimierungsansätze entwickelt, die es dem Intermediär ermöglichen, die Serviceauslastung unter der Berücksichtigung von verschiedenen Restriktionen,
wie beispielsweise die Antwortzeit, zu optimieren. Für die Analyse des schlechtesten Verhaltens werden wesentliche Erkenntnisse aus dem Network Calculus
identifiziert und an dienstbasierte Workflows adaptiert. Des Weiteren werden
Optimierungsansätze entwickelt, die wesentliche Dienstgüteparameter wie beispielsweise Verzögerung oder Durchsatz optimieren. Abschließend wird eine
Architekturerweiterung für Dienstgütemanagementsysteme vorgeschlagen, die
die Realisierung und Implementierung der propagierten Lösungsstrategien
zur Ressourcenplanung von dienstbasierten Workflows ermöglicht.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

motivation

The globalization in recent years is one of the major drivers for enterprises to
become flexible and agile. Nowadays, enterprises offer products globally and
have a broader market that forces them to increase product diversity. Besides
an increasing amount of competitors which are located all over the world, developing countries become new cost beneficial locations for factories and an
increasing number of people participate in market growth. The huge amount
of competitors and the changing demand behavior of the customers force enterprises to adapt their products very fast to the needs of the customers. Consequently, only those enterprises, which offer products with a short time to
market and low production costs, are able to survive in the long-term.
Enterprise cooperations evolve in order to build up strategic alliances with
the aim to lower product costs or to achieve benefits from multi-sourcing. Thus,
the business processes of the enterprises have to be adapted to the new challenges. They have to be flexible and agile in order to fulfill the business requirements of the enterprise. Continuous reorganization of value chains and
networking result in cross-organizational business processes.
In many industry sectors, IT systems have to be adapted or have to be
build up from scratch in order to support a large amount of business processes. Concerning enterprise cooperations, the IT systems and the underlying IT architecture have to fit together in order to realize competitive advantages. IT-supported business processes, so-called workflows and especially
cross-organizational workflows gain more and more importance in recent years
[LR99]. This increases the need for enterprises that own IT systems and IT systems from business partners fit together and are able to communicate with
each other. Flexible IT architectures are a prerequisite of dynamic adaptable
business processes as business processes have to integrate various heterogeneous legacy systems, platforms, operating systems, and communication mechanisms [Kel02]. In the past, this heterogeneity led to an increased inflexibility
and complexity which is difficult to manage.
In particular, the concept of Service-oriented Architectures (SOAs) addresses
these challenges and requirements on IT. A recent survey affirms that the main
drivers for a SOA implementation are an increased flexibility, a shorter time to
market, and process optimization [ERM09]. Especially, in the financial industry
SOA is of high importance [ERN+ 08], [ERS+ 09], [EBRS09]. SOA, as an architectural paradigm, can be regarded as an approach facilitating demanded flexibility and enabling the alignment of application landscapes to business-driven de-
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mands [Mah07]. In contrast to classical software architectures, which describe
a complete system structure, SOA focuses on the provision and description
of services and functionalities for application integration purposes. These services are characterized by well-defined functional and platform-independent
interfaces, hiding the concrete implementation [KBS04]. The concept of SOA
supports the ability that workflows can be decomposed to granular services
fulfilling the functionality of a particular task whereas a service can be a technical service as well as a service provided by human interaction.
As one possible implementation for a technical service, Web services gained
more and more importance concerning the realization of cross-organizational service-based workflows. Services are loosely coupled, reusable software
components which are accessible via the Internet and communicate with each
other via standardized messages [ACKM04]. Web services are based on open
XML-standards such as SOAP [ML07], [GHM+ 07a], [GHM+ 07b], Web Service
Description Language (WSDL) [BL07], [CMRW07], [CHL+ 07], and Universal
Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) [CHvRR04] and can operate
independent of the used platform, operating systems, or programming languages.
For the composition of flexible business processes, standardization concerning service publication, discovery, and invocation is necessary. The loose coupling enables service invocations across enterprise boundaries and service
compositions to value-added service-based workflows. Besides the functional
requirements of a service, the non-functional requirements are of high importance. Consumers, requesting a service at a service provider, want to realize
a specific functionality with the help of a specific service invocation. Furthermore, it is desired that the service execution is bound by certain minimum
or maximum constraints for, e.g., response time, execution capacity, or delay.
This kind of quality assurance is of high importance for services as well as for
entire business processes. Typically, Quality of Service (QoS) comprises, e.g.,
the response time of a business process, the availability of an invoked service,
or the error rate of an IT system. Consequently, a large amount of service compositions in which services from internal as well as from external partners are
involved, i.e., business critical cross-organizational service-based workflows,
require an effective QoS management [BL06].
In a scenario in which a so-called intermediary acts as a workflow orchestrator being responsible for workflow composition and workflow execution for
a large variety of workflow requesters, providing QoS is crucial. Besides the
functional properties of the services, QoS management is of high importance
for the intermediary in order to meet customer requirements and to offer a certain QoS level to the customers. In particular, workflow consumers requesting
workflow execution at several QoS levels are classified into several consumer
groups. Each of those groups has common QoS requirements concerning the
execution of the demanded workflow. Providing workflow execution to his
customers, the intermediary has to develop several solution strategies for QoS

1.2 contributions of this thesis

optimization in order to meet customer demands and to offer the composed
workflow cost-efficiently. Concerning workflows with a high repetition rate
such as a generic credit process, one or more services with limited service execution capacities have to be invoked in parallel in order to be able to serve all
incoming workflow execution requests. Therefore, it is necessary to develop resource planning mechanisms for workflows determining which services from
which service providers have to be invoked at which step of the workflow in
order to handle a huge amount of workflow execution requests. Furthermore,
the workflow invocation plans have to be determined in order to be able to
meet customer requirements and to optimize non-functional QoS parameters
and costs.
Addressing those challenges, this thesis focuses on solution strategies, which
optimize QoS from the intermediary’s point of view. These strategies determine cost-efficient invocation plans for services in several scenarios, taking
into account several pricing models for services of a large variety of service
providers. The developed approaches use information about the functional
and non-functional characteristics of services, described in the Service Level
Agreements (SLAs), and determine cost-efficient invocation plans for worstand average-case scenarios. Furthermore, parallel service invocations are addressed in the resource planning-based optimization approach that is proven
to be NP-hard. Thus, heuristics are developed and evaluated in an extensive
simulation that handle the addressed resource planning problem at low computation times and at high solution qualities.
1.2

contributions of this thesis

This thesis develops, analyzes, and discusses several solution strategies for the
QoS optimization for service-based workflows in detail. Especially, the compliance with several QoS and cost requirements on the workflow are of high
importance in order to realize cost-efficient workflow executions. Furthermore,
impacts of pricing models on the service selection process are discussed as
well as cost-efficient (heuristic) solutions for the QoS optimization approaches
are developed and evaluated. Figure 1 describes a classification of the contributions of this thesis by the extended and adapted research agenda of [Pap03].
The main contributions of this work with respect to the research in the field
of SOA are classified as follows:
1. Development of QoS optimization approaches comprising
a) the development of a service pricing model classification for servicebased workflows and an analysis of the impacts of pricing models
on the service selection process, and
b) the development of worst- and average-case performance optimization approaches for service-based workflows adapting major findings of network calculus and queuing theory.
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Managed Services
• Self-Organization
• Service Governance
• Service Level Agreements
• Service Engineering
• Service Security
Service Composition
• Service Selection
• Resource Planning
• QoS Management
• Adaptation Mechanisms
• Monitoring Mechanisms
Basic Operations
• Semantic Description
• Service Discovery
• Service Publication
• Transaction Support
• Security Mechanisms

Service-based Workflows, Grid

4

Subject of this thesis

Figure 1: Research agenda for Service-oriented Architectures (according to [Pap03])

2. Development and evaluation of solution strategies for the resource planning of service-based workflows comprising
a) a cost-efficient Multi Service Selection heuristic – MSS.KOM, a Single
Service Selection heuristic – 3S.KOM, and
b) an architectural Workflow Performance eXtension – WPX.KOM.
The following paragraphs present and discuss these contributions in detail:
This thesis focuses on a scenario comprising three involved roles: service
provider, service requester, and service intermediary. A huge amount of service providers implies a large amount of service pricing models the intermediary has to deal with when providing workflow execution to his customers. Concerning the provider-intermediary relationship, several pricing
models that are specified in the SLAs for charging service usage exist. The
developed classification of pricing models for services serves as a basis for
the developed QoS optimization approaches for service-based workflows. Several existing pricing models are classified into three high level types of pricing
models: variable fee, fixed fee, and hybrid fee pricing models. Furthermore,
the impact on the service selection process of services for each of those models
is discussed and analyzed in detail (contribution 1a).
For the intermediary, acting as a service orchestrator and providing the service "workflow execution" to his customers, both an average-case as well as
a worst-case performance analysis of service-based workflows are of high im-
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portance. This enables the intermediary to create the service invocation plan
based on an average- and a worst-case analysis concerning QoS requirements
and service invocation costs. By using a service, the intermediary is faced with
specific Costs of Service (CoS) as he has to pay a specific amount for service
utilization.
In detail, the average-case performance analysis is conducted by the adaptation of major findings of queuing theory to the concept of service-based
workflows. Mapping services to queuing systems facilitates the analysis of service utilization and other important QoS parameters of services as well as the
analysis of the performance behavior of the entire workflow. Besides a straight
average-case performance analysis, this consideration is extended by an optimization model that optimizes service utilization taking into account response
time constraints by providing a solution with low service invocation costs. This
approach represents a cost-efficient average-case performance optimization,
avoiding a large increase in response time. In addition to the average-case performance analysis, the worst-case performance analysis supports the intermediary by the creation of service invocation plans for service-based workflows.
For this purpose, major insights of network calculus are adapted to the concept of service-based workflows. Key concepts of network calculus such as arrival curve, service curve, backlog bound, and delay bound are mapped to the
considered provider-intermediary scenario and the offered services. Furthermore, several optimization models are developed for cost minimization, delay
minimization, and throughput maximization for service-based workflows in a
worst-case consideration (contribution 1b).
Concerning service-based workflows with a high repetition rate and limited
service execution capacities (resources), multiple (parallel) service invocations
are necessary in order to be able to serve all incoming workflow execution requests. The creation of invocation plans comprising single and parallel service
executions considering several QoS parameters and service invocation costs
is referred to as the resource planning process of service-based workflows.
In order to realize the resource planning process, approaches in the field of
mathematical optimization, operating based on SLAs as well as on measured
values such as response time, are used. In general, this selection process can
be realized during run-time as well as at design-time. Due to varying service providers and varying provision of services over time, solving those optimization problems becomes time-critical. The analysis of related problems
has proven that those optimization problems, with resource-constrained side
conditions, are NP-hard [DD98], [ZBN+ 04], [Ber08]. Consequently, it is not
possible to determine exact solutions for realistic scenarios at short computation times.
Coping with this challenge, a heuristic solution, referred to as MSS.KOM, is
developed. The appropriateness of this heuristic is proven by an implementation and a detailed evaluation. For the evaluation of the heuristic a simulation
environment is developed. In detail, the evaluation compares the solution of
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the heuristic MSS.KOM with respect to solution quality and computation time
(with varying side conditions as restriction strength, problems size, and QoSCoS correlation of the test cases) with an exact solution and another heuristic
solution 3S.KOM. The evaluation outlines the high performance of the developed heuristic solutions as solutions with a low computation time resulting in
a very high solution quality (contribution 2a). In order to realize the resource
planning process, an architectural extension for QoS management systems for
service-based workflows, referred to as WPX.KOM, is proposed, facilitating
the realization and implementation of the developed solution strategies for
the resource planning of service-based workflows (contribution 2b).
1.3

structure of this thesis

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 describes basics which are necessary to understand key concepts of this thesis. The architectural concept and the paradigm of SOA are introduced, as well as the involved roles and the specific characteristics. Furthermore, business processes
and workflows, so-called IT-supported business processes, are introduced as
well as QoS. In particular, the description focuses on QoS for service-based
workflows and on SLAs that play an important role in relationships between
service provider and service consumer. In addition, this section provides an
introduction to pricing theory which is necessary for the understanding of
Chapter 4, dealing with pricing models for services in detail.
Chapter 3 gives an overview on the considered scenario of this thesis. Especially, the considered roles and relationships between service provider, service consumer, and intermediary are presented. Furthermore, this chapter describes the point of view of this thesis.
Chapter 4 presents a detailed analysis of existing service pricing models. In
addition, this chapter presents the developed in-depth classification of pricing
models for services divided by fixed fee, variable fee, and hybrid fee pricing
models and discusses the impacts of service pricing models on service selection.
Dealing with the average-case performance analysis of service-based workflows, Chapter 5 introduces basics of queuing theory and related work in this
field of research. After specifying the system model, the adaptation of major
findings of queuing theory to the concept of service-based workflows is presented. In particular, the utilization analysis of services, describing the averagecase performance behavior of service-based workflows, is presented. Finally,
this section provides an optimization approach facilitating the maximization
of service utilization, providing a solution with low service invocation costs
and considering further constraints such as response time.
Chapter 6 describes the worst-case performance analysis of service-based
workflows, primarily introducing the basics of network calculus comprising
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fundamental assumptions and implications such as the delay bound and the
backlog bound. Furthermore, this chapter discusses the considered system
model and presents an in-depth description of the adaptation of major findings of network calculus to the concept of service-based workflows. Especially,
the choice of service providers is discussed followed by the description of
optimization approaches for service-based workflows facilitating delay minimization, throughput maximization, and/or cost-efficient workflow execution
in a worst-case scenario.
Chapter 7 describes a detailed resource planning approach for service-based
workflows. After an overview on related work, the system model of this approach is presented. A detailed overview on the resource planning approach
comprising instructions for the non-functional service property aggregation
as well as the optimization model is followed by the description of the developed efficient three-step multi service selection heuristic MSS.KOM and
the single service selection heuristic 3S.KOM. Furthermore, this chapter outlines the suggested architectural extension WPX.KOM for generic QoS management systems for service-based workflows, facilitating the realization and
implementation of the developed solution strategies for the resource planning
of service-based workflows.
A detailed evaluation of the developed heuristics with respect to solution
quality and computation time incorporating side conditions as the QoS-CoS
correlation of the test cases, the restriction strength, and the problem size is
presented in Chapter 8.
The thesis closes with a conclusion of the fundamental findings and gives
an outlook on future work in this field of research.

7

2

BASICS

This chapter introduces the basic terms, definitions, and concepts used in this
thesis.
2.1

service-oriented architecture

The general outcome of the industrialization and consolidation in many industries leads to a dramatically increasing demand for agile and flexible business
processes and business models. Furthermore, competitive markets intensify
requirements in terms of cost-efficiency and performance characteristics of
processes. Enterprises are forced to allocate and manage modular software
artifacts at run-time. In this context, a certain QoS level as well as an effective
business process management have to be established in order to meet customer
requirements.
Especially in case of cross-organizational workflows, when services from
internal as well as external partners are invoked in a single workflow, effective business process management is essential for reliable operations. The ondemand integration of external, loosely coupled services and the integration
of internal legacy systems are provided by a SOA [Pap03], [PTDL06]. The realization of service-based workflows by loosely coupled, interoperable software
artifacts (services) aims at empowering the invocation of distributed components in an event-driven or asynchronous fashion reflecting the underlying
business process needs [PvdH07]. Thus, SOA is regarded as an approach to facilitate the needed flexibility and feasibility in aligning application landscapes
to business-driven demands [Mah07]. The purpose of this architecture is to
address the requirements of loosely coupled, standards-based, and protocolindependent distributed computing. Usually, the encapsulated functionalities,
referred to as services, are well defined, self-contained modules providing standard business functionality. In addition, these services are independent of the
state or context of other services. In general, a SOA should allow developers to
overcome many distributed enterprise computing challenges including application integration, transaction management, and security policies [ACKM04].
SOA offers flexibility and agility through services, with a specific granularity, which can be executed or composed to other services or workflows. The
general philosophy of a SOA as a design philosophy is independent of any
specific technology, e.g., Web services. There are not many implementation restrictions for services. A SOA merely requires that services are described in a
specific description language. The intention of a service is the representation
of a specific functionality (service implementation) with a standardized inter-
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face. Besides others, three fundamental characteristics for services in a SOA
can be identified:
• Services have to be self-contained, i.e., the service maintains its own state.
• Services have to be platform independent.
• Services can be dynamically located, invoked, and (re-)combined.
Large applications can be modularized into services and a service user, independent from the operating system and from the programming language,
may search for this service and invokes it into his own business process.
SOA has been mentioned the first time in literature by Gartner in 1996
[SN96]. MacKenzie et al. provide a comprehensive and useful definition of a
SOA. SOA is "a paradigm for organizing and utilizing distributed capabilities
that may be under the control of different ownership domains. It provides a
uniform means to offer, discover, interact with, and use capabilities to produce
desired effects consistent with measurable preconditions and expectations."
[MLM+ 06]
Besides this definition, Channabasavaiah et al. describe a SOA by three core
principles [CHT03a], [CHT03b]:
• All functions are defined as services. This includes purely business functions, business transactions composed of lower-level functions, and system service functions.
• All services are independent. They operate as black boxes; external components neither know nor care how they perform their function merely
that they return the expected result.
• In the most general sense, the interfaces are invocable; that is, at an architectural level, it is irrelevant whether they are local (within the system)
or remote (external to the immediate system), what interconnect scheme
or protocol is used to effect the invocation, or what infrastructure components are required to make the connection.
Besides these definitions and characteristics, a useful characterization of a
SOA, comprising other definitions used in this thesis is as follows:
• Usually, a SOA is based on self-contained services, i.e., involved services
maintain their own state. Services have to be independent from the state
or context of other services and communicate with each other, requesting
execution of their operations in order to collectively support a common
business task or process [PvdH07].
• The involved services are platform independent [PvdH07]. The result
is the duality of service contract and service implementation, i.e., separation of technical/implementation-dependent data communication and
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Service Broker
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Figure 2: Roles in a SOA

universal professional functionality. Thus, SOA utilizes the principles of
encapsulation and separation of concerns, known by object orientation,
on a higher level of abstraction of application modules. The aim is to
integrate services on a business process level. Consequently, fulfilling
business functionality, services follow the concept of "input, processing,
and output" instead of "everything is an object" [Zac05].
• A SOA facilitates that services can be dynamically located, invoked, and
(re-)combined to other services with specific value-added functionality
empowering flexibility in aligning enterprise information systems to the
underlying business needs. The composition of service-based workflows
can achieve a strong congruency of an enterprise’s information system
to its business processes. Additionally, by the use of service brokers, a
geographic transparency is achieved, as services can be found and bound
independent of their physical address or location [Pap03].
The concept of service-orientation represents a distinct approach for separating concerns. The logic for solving problems can be decomposed into a
collection of smaller, related pieces.
2.1.1

Roles

A SOA environment typically involves three different roles. A service provider,
a service consumer/service requester, and a service broker as depicted in Figure 2.
A service in this context is a program or a software component, which can be
used locally or via a network. Therefore the interface of this service has to be
published for public access and the service description has to be stored in a
machine readable format [DJMZ08], [KBS04].
A service provider implements a specific functionality as a service and offers this service on his platform. Furthermore, the service provider registers
the service with its interface description at a specific repository which is operated by a service broker, so that the service consumer is able to find and
invoke this service. This can be done at one registry or at more registries at
the same time. Typically, the service provider is also responsible for the accessibility and the operation of the offered services as well as for authentication
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and authorization purposes. The service provider not necessarily always implements the service. Instead, it is also possible that the provider uses several
functionalities via a network and encapsulates this functionality, combines this
with other functionalities to a value-added service and offers this as a so-called
composite service to its customers. Independent of the fact, whether a service
is developed and hosted locally or via a network from a third party, during
service invocation the service provider is always responsible that a specific
QoS level is met in order to provide a service at a negotiated QoS level to the
service consumers. These QoS levels are usually specified in the Service Level
Agreements (SLAs), representing a contract between a service provider and a
service consumer (see Section 2.3.3).
In the case that a service consumer is searching for a specific service with a
specific functionality, he can search in the repository of the service broker for
a service with a specific functionality and with a specific QoS level and invoke
this service at run-time into his workflow. In general, many repositories from
various independent brokers may exist for service publication.
The task of the service broker is the intermediation between service consumer and service providers. The service broker stores the published services
of the service providers in the repository and offers searching capabilities via
an interface to the service consumers. After finding the service, the service
consumer interacts with the service providers directly and invokes the service
via a standardized interface without inclusion of the service broker. Therefore,
standards for the interface definition and for the message exchange are necessary.
2.1.2 Characteristics
After defining typical roles in a SOA environment, this section focuses on SOA
characteristics. In the literature several characteristics describing the concept
of a SOA exist. Service-orientation can be characterized by the following key
concepts:
• Reusability: Services have to be designed to be reusable, i.e., design standards have to be met that services are reusable in various contexts. Interapplication interoperability, easy composition, and the creation of utility
services have to be supported. If an encapsulated logic of a service is
useful to more than one service consumer, it can be considered reusable.
• Service contract: Service contracts should provide the service endpoints,
the service operations, input and output messages supported by each
operation, and rules and characteristics of the service and its operations.
Furthermore, semantic information can be provided explaining how a
service may accomplish a particular task. Due to the binding character
of such a contract, it has to be carefully maintained and versioned after
its release.

2.2 business process and workflow

• Loose coupling: Services have to be loose coupled. The coupling of a service is a measure for its dependability on other involved services, i.e.,
the service acquires knowledge of another service while still remaining
independent of that service. This can be achieved through the communication via messages, the existence of service contracts, and the interaction within predefined parameters. In a SOA, it is advantageous, if the
dependency factor (a measure for the degree of loose coupling) is low.
• Abstraction: Services may act as black boxes, hiding their implementation
details. There is no limit of the amount of logic a service can represent.
Due to the encapsulation of the service the implementation details are
invisible for the service consumer.
• Composability: Services can also act as a part of a service composition.
This requirement has to be irrespective whether the service itself composes others to accomplish its work or is part of another composite service. This is supported by the concept of orchestration where a higher
level service invokes other services and orchestrates them in order to
fulfill a specific functionality. Therefore, also the operations have to be
standardized with an appropriate level of granularity in order to maximize composition opportunities.
• Autonomy: Services have to be autonomous, i.e., dependencies to other
services have to be eliminated. At the time of service execution, the service has the control of whatever logic it represents.
• Statelessness: The amount of state information the service has to manage
has to be minimized, i.e., individual operations of a service need to be designed with stateless processing considerations. Statelessness promotes
reusability and scalability in a SOA environment.
• Discoverability: It is very important that not only the specific functionality
of a service is described, also metadata should be provided in order to
guarantee that the service can be found in a repository. Discoverability
also implies that there exists at least one repository where services are
listed and can be found.
After a description of a SOA, the involved roles, and its characteristics, the
next section focuses on business processes and workflows that can be realized
by services.
2.2

business process and workflow

This section introduces the basic concepts of business processes and workflows
including descriptions and definitions.
2.2.1

Business Process

In the past, organizations have been functional oriented focusing on division
of labor and competencies that has proven not to scale up to nowadays’ busi-
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nesses anymore. Hammer propagates process thinking as a cross-functional
view, focused on the company creating value by its real work [Ham90]. A business process is typically associated with a loan handling process in a bank,
a claim processing in an insurance company, or an engineering development
process [LR99]. Thus, business processes comprise an identification and sequencing of activities, tasks, resources, decisions, roles, and responsibilities
across time and place that can be performed by several persons. The detailed
order of the activities and the defined patterns are usually described in the
process model. Usually, a business process has defined conditions triggering
its initiation in each new instance (e.g., the arrival of a claim) and defined
outputs at its completion. Formal as well as relatively informal interactions
between participants can be involved in a business process whereas the duration of process execution may vary widely. A process may consist of automated activities, capable of workflow management, and/or manual activities.
A business process represents a collection of activities that takes one or more
kinds of input and creates an output that is of value for the consumer. Clear
process-responsibilities have to be installed that have not been provided by the
common functional organization structures [MW01].
A process can be organized and contained within a single organizational
unit as an enterprise or it may span several different organizations, such as
in a customer-supplier relationship. Furthermore, a business process can be
spanned across enterprise boundaries. Its execution is not bounded to any organizational or geographic borders. Concerning globalization of value chains
and business process outsourcing, cross-organizational business processes become increasingly important in reality [Rie03]. Also highly specialized corporations depend on the success of those value networks [LW04]. Therefore,
multiple entities across different organizational units (e.g., customers, partners, providers) can be involved in those cross-organizational business processes. Those processes need to be continuously monitored, reviewed, altered,
and streamlined in order to facilitate that the enterprises remain competitive
[MW01]. The Workflow Management Coalition, as an international standardization organization that concentrates on processes, defines a business process
as [WMC99]
"a set of one or more linked procedures or activities which collectively realize a
business objective or policy goal, normally within the context of an organizational
structure defining functional roles and relationships."
An activity in this context is referred to as
"a description of a piece of work that forms one logical step within a process. An
activity may be a manual activity, which does not support computer automation, or
a workflow (automated) activity. A workflow activity requires human and/or machine
resources(s) to support process execution; where human resource is required an activity is allocated to a workflow participant."

2.2 business process and workflow

A so-called process definition consists of many process activities that are
logically related in terms of their contribution to the overall realization of the
business process. An activity is typically the smallest unit of work which is
scheduled by a workflow engine during process enactment (e.g., using transition and pre/post-conditions), although one activity may result in several
work items being assigned (to a workflow participant). In addition, manual
activities may form part of a business process and can be included within its
associated process definition, but do not form part of the automated workflow
resulting from the computer-supported execution of the process. An activity
may therefore be categorized as manual, or automated.
With the concept of continuous improvement, an increasing of efficiency and
effectiveness in an organization’s business process is achieved. Hence, for business process reengineering purposes, business process models including an
appropriate and common modeling language are essential in order to achieve
clear understanding. This can enforce to identify improvement potential, such
as potential for business process automation, elimination of unnecessary media changes, reduction of delays or assuring correct termination (e.g., identification of deadlocks). For this purpose several graphical notations for business
process modeling exist, such as Event-driven Process Chains [KNS92] or Business Process Modeling Notation [WM08].
2.2.2

Workflow

The Workflow Management Coalition defines a Workflow Management System as
"a system that defines, creates, and manages the execution of workflows through the
use of software, running on one or more workflow engines, which is able to interpret
the process definition, interact with workflow participants and, where required, invoke
the use of IT tools and applications."
Software components in the Workflow Management System store and interpret process definitions, create and manage workflow instances as they are
executed, and control their interaction with workflow participants and applications. Such systems typically provide administrative and supervisory functions such as to allow work reassignment or escalation, plus audit and management information.
A workflow is defined by the Workflow Management Coalition as
"the automation of a business process, in whole or part, during which documents,
information or tasks are passed from one participant to another for action, according
to a set of procedural rules."
The process definition specifies the automation of a business process that
identifies various process activities, procedural rules, and associated control
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data used to manage the workflow during process execution. Many individual
process instances may be operational during process enactment, each associated with a specific set of data relevant to that individual process instance. A
loose distinction is sometimes drawn between production workflow, in which
most of the procedural rules are defined in advance, and in an ad hoc workflow, in which the procedural rules may be modified or created during the
operation of the process. A workflow does not necessarily represent the entire
automatization of a process; instead, technical resources are used for workflow
implementation [JBS97], [vdAH02], [Wes07].
2.3

quality of service

This section presents the used definition of QoS in this thesis. Furthermore,
it provides an overview on QoS for service-based workflows as well as an
introduction in SLAs.
2.3.1 Definition
The related literature in research does not provide a common definition for
the term QoS. Several existing definitions are strongly dependent on the application scenario. In this thesis the definition of Schmitt is used in order to
describe QoS [Sch01]:
"QoS is the well-defined and controllable behavior of a system with respect to quantifiable parameters"
Usually, this kind of QoS is treated as the QoS from a technical point of view,
whereas QoS also subsumes non-technical aspects such as the reputation of a
service provider. In practice, a service is always described with the help of
QoS parameters that are oriented at the QoS parameters of network services.
The ISO-Standard 9126 provides quality criteria for the review and evaluation
of software products. This standard offers the following six categories for the
measurement of software quality:
• Efficiency: Determines the relationship between the level of performance
of the software and the amount of used resources (time behavior, resource behavior).
• Usability: Determines the learnability, understandability, and operability
of software products.
• Maintainability: Determines the stability, analyzability, changeability, and
testability of software products.
• Portability: Determines the installability, replaceability, adaptability, and
conformance of software products.
• Functionality: Determines the suitability, accuracy, interoperability, compliance, and security of software products.
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Figure 3: Classification of QoS parameters

• Reliability: The reliability of a software product provides information
about maturity, fault tolerance, and recoverability.
These six characteristics are often used when measuring the quality of software products, but for determining the QoS parameters for services in general,
the proposed parameters have to be adapted and extended to services as presented in the following section.
2.3.2

Quality of Service for Service-based Workflows

The proposed definition of QoS by Schmitt was originated in the field of communication networks and multimedia and is also adapted to Peer-to-Peer systems [Ste00], [SN04], [Kov09]. In the field of multimedia and especially in the
field of audio and video a lot of research exists for determining QoS in such
scenarios where QoS is very important in order to guarantee, e.g., a good quality for video streaming [MT04], [OSS02], [Hec06a], [Hec06b], [Zin05], [ZSS05].
The research in the field of QoS for service-based workflows represents a
new research topic. Service providers have to guarantee a specific QoS level
to the service consumer and have to implement a QoS management. Without
such QoS agreements the service consumers are not willing to request services, because the risk of performance degradation is too large and the own
application in which external services are integrated can be affected as well
[RM08], [ERM09]. In this context the QoS-aware selection of services becomes
mandatory and business critical when invoking services from third parties
and composing them to a workflow [Ber08], [BGR+ 07], [CPEV05b], [CPEV08],
[CSMA02].
The quality criteria of the ISO-Standard 9126 can be applied and adapted to
services. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) specifies QoS requirements
for Web services [LJL+ 03]. Besides this, many different views of important QoS
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parameters for Web services exist in the literature [KKL03], [PSL03], [Ran03].
Figure 3 presents an adapted classification of QoS parameters according to
Berbner [Ber08]. This classification of QoS parameters includes performance,
reliability, scalability, capacity, accuracy, reputation, availability, and security.
The characteristics of the QoS parameters are as follows:
• Performance [Men02], [GKG03], [ZBD+ 03]:
Service performance indicates how fast a service request can be completed. Performance in this context subsumes the four main components:
throughput, response time, execution time, and latency. The throughput
indicates the number of service requests a service is able to serve within
a certain time interval. The time required to complete a service request
is referred to as response time that can be divided in:
– Execution time at the service provider: time spend for processing
the request.
– Latency: the round trip delay between sending a request and receiving the response (transport time in the network for data transport).
• Reliability [GKG03]:
Reliability in the context of services describes the probability a service
is able to offer its functionality in a certain time interval. It can also be
described as the ability of a service to perform its required functions
under stated conditions for a specified time interval. From the point of
view of the service requester, reliability determines to which degree the
service maintains its service quality. It can be described in failures per
minutes, days, weeks, or months. These failures may include delayed
messages, lost messages or services that are not available at present.
• Scalability [LJL+ 03]:
The capability of increasing the computing capacity of service provider’s
computer system and system’s ability to process more user requests, operations or transactions in a given time interval is determined by the
scalability.
• Capacity [ESR+ 08]:
The execution capacity of a service is the number of possible service requests within a certain time interval with guaranteed performance. The
service provider guarantees the service execution up to a specific execution capacity to its customers in a specific time interval.
• Robustness [LJL+ 03]:
The degree to which a service operates as specified by the service provider
even in the presence of invalid, incomplete or conflicting inputs is characterized with the term robustness. The objective of a service designer
should be that a service is still working even if parameters are incomplete at the service request invocation.
• Reputation [MS02a], [MS02b]:
In general, reputation represents the opinion of the public towards one
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individual or a group of people. In the case of services, the opinion of
the service requesters towards a service provider is the reputation of the
service provider. Past experiences as well as current experiences with
the service provider affect the reputation. If positive experiences or positive references have been collected in the past, a service provider can be
rated with a high reputation. The service consumer can therefore decide
whether he will source services from this provider or not. Reputation
represents the sole QoS parameter that cannot be specified by the service
provider. Instead, this measure is dependent on experiences of others in
the past.
• Availability [LJL+ 03], [Men02]:
The availability of a service is the probability that the service can be
invoked and addressed immediately by a service consumer, i.e., the service provider is able to provide his offered functionality immediately. In
a workflow consisting of several services, a high availability is mandatory in business critical workflows that have to be executed very fast and
very often. The availability is the probability that an offered service can
be used by a service consumer.
• Security [KC08]:
Concerning service-based workflows, security becomes a major issue. In
such a scenario, also services from external partners can be sourced. It
has to be ensured that the communication between service provider and
service requester is secure and that the interfaces do not represent an
additional point of attack. Basic security mechanisms are mandatory
for secure service-based workflows as, e.g., authentication, authorization, integrity, confidentiality, responsibility, integrity, and encryption
[MGK+ 09]. There are also several specific requirements on the security
for service-based workflows. The "SOA-Security-Kompendium" of the
Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik (BSI) examines several important security issues concerning SOA [Bun08]:
– Authentication:
Authentication supports the identification of several entities in a system. In the considered scenario it supports the identification of the
service requester, the service provider, and the service itself. In contrast to monolithic systems, where authentication is often ensured
via a central login, in a SOA, the authentication of many services
has to be supported. Due to a variety of service providers, several
authentication mechanisms have to be handled in such a scenario.
– Authorization:
Authorization assures that the entities in a system have the eligibility to use a resource. In the considered scenario each service requester has to be authorized to use a certain service. Several roles
and rules for the services have to be implemented due to the increasing number of policy enforcement points (authorization of services
and service requesters).
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– Integrity:
Integrity determines the reliability of information and resources. If
the integrity of a message is not assured, exchanged messages between service provider and service requester can be modified. Integrity ensures that the sent information between both parties is not
falsified by a third party.
– Confidentiality:
Confidentiality can be achieved by using several encryption mechanisms in order to ensure that authenticated and authorized entities
have access to the exchanged information. Encryption at messagelayer assures that a third party cannot read exchanged messages.
– Non-repudiation:
Due to the fact that service-based workflows are also used in business scenarios with an interaction of several parties, non-repudiation
is an important security issue. Non-repudiation ensures that each
entity in the system is responsible for its activities and can be identified uniquely.
Besides these QoS parameters, cost is an important non-functional property
of a service. Costs of Service (CoS) have to be taken into account when selecting services from a subset of services with the same functionality, but with
different QoS parameters. Typical pricing models for services are, besides others, pay-per-use or flat-rate models. A detailed discussion of pricing models
and the impact on service selection are presented in Chapter 4.
2.3.3 Service Level Agreements
In the context of cross-organizational service-based workflows, i.e., workflows
with a lot of involved internal as well as external service providers, an effective
management of the functional as well as the non-functional service properties
is crucial. The concept of SLAs copes with this challenge by contracting the
offered and requested services with respect to its QoS, cost, and functional
parameters. Thus, SLAs represent formal contracts defining the offered functionality, the QoS level, and the costs of the service [CCDS03], [ZA04a]. Besides
the offered utility of the service, penalties can be negotiated between service
providers and service consumers and can be contracted in the SLAs in case
of SLA violations [ULMS08]. Recent research develops distributed monitoring
mechanisms in order to detect SLA violations and to react to the deviation
very early [RBHS07], [RES+ 08], [RMNS08]. Furthermore, cooperation mechanisms for SOA environments are proposed [MBR+ 09], [MBP+ 09]. Usually, a
SLA comprises the following elements [LKD+ 03b]:
• A description of the involved parties, including their roles (provider, consumer).
• A specification of the service level parameters with predefined metrics
that measure those items.
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• The determination of the service level objective considering the service
level parameters.
The Web Service Level Agreement (WSLA) Language specification has been
developed especially for Web services [LKD+ 03b], [LKD+ 03a], [KL03]. It comprises provider-consumer agreements and further obligations of the involved
parties in such a relationship. The WSLA language is based on XML; it is defined as an XML schema. A WSLA document (referred to as a WSLA) defines
assertions of a service provider to perform a service according to defined QoS
levels (e.g., throughput, response time) and actions that have to be performed
in case of SLA violations, such as a notification of the service consumer. Furthermore, WSLA defines which party monitors the services, how metrics are
measured and aggregated, and interactions among the parties. WSLA can be
used by both, provider and consumer and is extensible in order to include
specific types of operation descriptions, e.g., using WSDL to describe a Web
service operation.
WSLA supports the reporting of SLA deviation, but it does not treat a detailed specification of recommended reactions in case of SLA deviations. For
this purpose WS-Re2Policy, which is based on the WS-Policy-Framework of
the W3C, supports the modeling of requirements and reactions to deviations
from the perspective of a service consumer [RMNS08].
2.4

pricing theory

The concept of SOA facilitates a large variety of application scenarios including several relationships and roles as mentioned in Section 2.1.1. Besides the
intra-organizational scenario of a SOA also cross-organizational scenarios can
be assumed, in which services are also sourced from external partners. Business processes and workflows in such a scenario can be cross-organizational
with a distinct impact on these roles and the interaction between the different parties. Services can be offered from an internal service provider but also
by a third party, affecting the service provider, the service requester, and the
requester-provider relationships. The negotiated contracts between these roles
are usually described in dedicated SLAs that define rights and duties of the
provider and the consumer. The service provider is responsible for service
execution and the offered functionality by a distinct QoS level. The service
consumer has to pay for each service invocation a specific fee [ZA04b]. This
fee varies due to different pricing schemes of the providers. Such schemes for
charging the service usage can be described by pricing models that are examined in detail with respect to the specifics of service pricing in Chapter 4.
Research in the field of pricing models becomes an important research issue
especially in the field of SOA and Service-oriented Computing where different providers may offer their services with varying pricing schemes. Those
schemes affect the provider-requester relationships to great extent and cause
several peculiarities. Pricing schemes in which the service execution is offered
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in a distinct time period (fixed fee pricing) imply a strong binding between
provider and requester in contrast to pay-per-use pricing schemes where the
consumer may switch between providers as it is beneficial. Besides this, the
service market can be influenced as well when assuming long-term contracts
between provider and requester or short-term contracts or a mix of both. In
particular, those relationships may be short, mid, or long-term. The determined
prices to be charged and the designed pricing schemes affect the market behavior according to the principle functions of price [TA06].
The achieved price and the underlying pricing scheme of the service provider
affect the IT resource allocation and the resource provisioning of the own resources as the provider has to provide an infrastructure for service execution
with several assumptions of a demand for service execution. This demand,
affected by the pricing model, has to be forecasted with past values that is
not always easy to implement. Thus, the management of IT resources of the
provider is an important issue in order to stay competitive and operate costefficient.
In order to manage the provided services and the underlying IT infrastructure, the set price for service consumption becomes an important parameter
for the management of a service provider’s IT infrastructure. A service, as a
provided product may also have limited execution capacities within a limited
time interval and is therefore treated as a service resource. In order to assign
these service resources, several authors propose price-based mechanisms to
avoid overload and to guarantee fair or optimal assignment of these services
to users, i.e., requesters (e.g., [LZR03], [YGL06]). Lin et al. state that purely
technology-based approaches for resource allocation are subject to serious limitations and legitimate the application of price-based approaches that aim on
market-related notions of efficiency [LZR03].
As mentioned earlier, different pricing schemes may have significant impact
on the service resource planning approach, i.e., the planned invocation of limited service resources as discussed in Chapter 4. Thus, the following provides
a theoretical foundation of pricing models and the fundamental terminology
of pricing theory.
The price of a good, as a result of negotiation between two or more parties,
is a result of a complex decision process with a set of factors that affect this
process. Rowley classifies these sets of factors into organizational, customer,
and market factors [Row97]:
• Organizational factors are related to the resources and objectives of an
enterprise with regard to the existing product portfolio.
• Customer-related factors directly influence decisions on price setting over
the service demand and its interdependency to the price.
• Market-related factors are concerning the market environment and the
competition between service providers.

2.4 pricing theory

cs_var(xs)
(3) (1)
(2)

xs
Figure 4: Characteristics of variable costs

Typically, the bargaining power of a service provider is strongly affected by
the supply and the price of services that are offered by competitors of similar
or substitute goods. Besides these, also social, technological, economical, and
political factors directly affect the price setting [Hom00].
The expense of a good or a service, i.e., the costs for service production,
is the most important internal determinant of a price. Costs in this context
can be seen as priced consumption of resources for maintaining operational
reliability and production of goods and services [DS05]. Assuming an offered
service S of a service provider, its costs cs are defined as the sum of expenses
es,i spent for any involved resource for production r = 1, ..., R. Furthermore,
these costs can be classified in expenses that vary with the amount of produced
goods and those that are invariant to the level of operation as depicted in
Equation 2.1. The first are referred to as variable costs cvar and the latter are
referred to as fixed costs cfix that are invariant to the amount of service usage xs .
Considering variable costs, several relations between variable costs cs_var (xs )
and the amount of service usage xs exist. Figure 4 presents these relations as
linear (1), on a diminishing scale (2), and on a progressive scale (3).

cs =

R
X

es,i = cs_var (xs ) + cs_fix

(2.1)

i=1

As presented in Equation 2.1 the summation of variable costs and fixed
costs are the total costs. Usually, the fixed costs of an involved resource r are
also assignable to a single unit of xs .
A major objective of a service provider is to generate profit with the produced goods (services) by selling them to its customers. The overall profit ps
of an organization for one unit is the sum of income is less the sum of expenses
cs as denoted in Equation 2.2.

ps = is − cs

(2.2)
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The price of a good determines the likeliness of a customer to purchase, i.e.,
the enterprise will set the price in dependency to the expected demand.
For an enterprise, the price-demand function (functional relation of price
p and sold units x) and its cost function (functional relation of costs c and
produced units x) is mandatory in order to determine an optimal price in
terms of profit maximization. Besides several cost curves, a variety of pricedemand-curves exist. In these cases, the demand can be linear, multiplicative, exponential, semi-logarithmic, or stepwise linear in relation to the price.
These price-demand-curves reflect the aggregation of all individual consumers’
willingness-to-pay, i.e., the maximum amount of money they want to spend for
a specific good (service).
After a detailed description of the basics of this thesis, the next chapter
presents an overview on the scenario.

3

SCENARIO

The comprehensive scope of this work is the Internet of Services [JRS08]. The
Internet of Services assumes the existence of a multitude of services with a
specific functionality, which can be managed and listed in central or decentralized repositories comprising search and discovery abilities for the services.
Furthermore, the Internet of Services supports SLA negotiation, service monitoring, service pricing, and service billing. The involved roles in the Internet
of Services are the service provider, the service consumer, the service intermediary,
the service executor, the platform host as well as a service marketplace. The first
two roles offer services and request service execution respectively. The service intermediary, acting as a connector between service consumer and service
provider, creates composite services or composes workflows out of a multitude
of services and offers these with value-added functionality. The role at which
the service is executed is not necessarily the service provider or the platform
host. Instead, service execution can also be accomplished by a third party, the
so-called service executor. The platform host is primarily responsible for the
provisioning of the platform (search, discover, service registry), but it can also
adopt the role of the service executor, service provider, or any other arbitrary
role. The available services are offered on a big scale on a so-called service
marketplace.
In particular, the scenario of this thesis focuses on cross-organizational service-based workflows. Assuming a large set of workflow consumers, requesting a specific workflow at a specific time, workflow provision to the consumers
at demanded QoS properties has to be ensured. An arbitrary intermediary
has to be able to determine optimal service invocation plans for all workflow
consumers. As presented in Figure 5, all workflow consumers request workflow executions. For workflow execution, internal services as well as external services from third parties can be invoked and composed to a workflow
[ZBN+ 04]. In order to be able to execute a huge amount of simultaneous workflow execution requests, an intermediary ensures serving of all requests at the
demanded QoS levels. The considered scenario comprises three basic roles
with several tasks as described in the following:
• Service provider: Offers services with a specific functionality at varying
QoS levels such as response time, service execution capacity, and specific
costs (several cost models are possible).
• Workflow requester: Requests a specific workflow execution with specific
QoS and cost requirements.
• Intermediary: Monitors, aggregates, and prioritizes all workflow execution requests, and implements and applies a resource planning process
[EEM+ 08].
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Figure 5: Research scenario

The considered generic workflow in this scenario is a recurring workflow
with a sequential order of tasks and a high repetition rate (see Figure 6). This
kind of workflow can be an arbitrary workflow such as a credit process or
similar workflows with a high repetition rate. In this setting, the existence
of many workflow consumers, requesting a specific workflow execution, and
many service providers offering a large variety of services, are assumed. The
intermediary is responsible for the detailed resource planning of workflows,
i.e., the selection and invocation of services while taking into account several
constraints such as limited service execution capacities and several pricing
models.
The intermediary may also be another service provider dynamically utilizing limited resources, such as processing performance, network bandwidth,
and in particular, existing services to provide a novel composite (value-enhanced) service to his customers (service requesters). An intermediary combines existing services, e.g., from other service providers, to an aggregate service (respectively service-based workflow). The intermediary’s major objective
is to realize the allocation of available services (resources), in order to minimize
costs by being compliant to the QoS requirements and the amount of service
execution requests. This procedure is referred to as the resource planning of
service-based workflows. Resource planning in this context does not treat processing performance of the processing unit or server workload; instead, the
term resource focuses on services having limited resources in terms of service
execution capacity.
The considered workflow can be decomposed into several basic activities,
which can be executed by specific services Si (i = 1, ..., n), fulfilling the required functionalities of the considered tasks. These tasks are, depending on
the granularity of the task decomposition, decomposed in a way that there exist ranges of services Si,j (j = 1, ..., mi ) which fulfill the required functionality
of the considered task i. The intermediary is responsible for the execution of
a workflow. He has to handle all execution requests and has to ensure that all
requests can be served within a specific time period. Furthermore, the objective of the intermediary is to serve all incoming workflow execution requests
at minimal costs and demanded QoS properties. The workflow itself can be

scenario
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Task 2

Task n-1

Task n

Process step 1

Process step 2

Process step n-1

Process step n

Figure 6: Sequential workflow

executed by invoking several services and composing them to a workflow. For
each task, the intermediary has to choose the appropriate service that fulfills
the required functionality, which is described in the SLAs. In the considered
workflow consisting of n different activities the intermediary has to ensure
that task i(i = 1, ..., n) has to be executed before task i 0 (i 0 = 1, ..., n) if i < i 0 .
The intermediary has to create an invocation plan in order to use the execution capacity of each service optimally, i.e., selecting the services in the most
efficient way.
The setting and the relationships between the different roles are presented
in more detail in Figure 7. As a simplification, one workflow requester represents several workflow requesters in the scenario, requesting workflow execution for one or more than one workflow to the intermediary. This request
is made with specific QoS requirements, a specific deadline, and specific cost
associations. The incoming workflow execution requests can further be aggregated and prioritized by the intermediary in order to create priority classes.
Assuming several priority classes such as high, middle, and low priority requesters, optional invocation plans with several QoS levels have to be specified.
Considering large amounts of incoming workflow execution requests, multiple
services have to be invoked in parallel and an effective resource planning becomes crucial in order to avoid performance degradation. The challenge is to
determine cost-efficient invocation plans which fulfill the QoS demands and
guarantee the feasible execution of all workflow execution requests.
The intermediary is faced with a large service market with a broad variety
of services with specific functionalities. A multitude of services with the same
functionality are available on a commercial market. Here, supply and demand
meet in an ad hoc manner, resulting in competition and utilization of market
efficiency. Such a scenario offers the potential for an intermediary to decide
the procurement of services at run-time. Dynamical, run-time planning of resources according to specific QoS requirements, such as execution capacity and
response time, can be enabled. Several pricing models with specific influences
on the service selection process as exhibited in Chapter 4 can be assumed and
applied by the service providers. Each provider-intermediary relationship is
attributed with a distinct pricing model, whereas we assume that for one considered scenario only one pricing model is possible.
The number of planned service invocations have to correspond to the amount
of workflow execution requests and to the QoS requirements of all workflow
requesters. Furthermore, profitability is important for the intermediary in or-
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Figure 7: Overview on the scenario in detail

der to reduce costs and operate efficiently. Consequently, the intermediary has
to plan the selection process at minimal costs. The intermediary is charged
for the selected and invoked services, as well as he can charge the workflow
requesters for the entire workflow. The benefit for the intermediary in this setting is the difference between the fee charged to his customers for workflow
execution and the costs for service invocation. The intermediary can adopt two
different roles associated with two different views as described in the following:
• Consumer view: The intermediary is confronted with several pricing models of the service providers and has to manage and implement an efficient resource planning process.
• Provider view: The intermediary charges his customers with the help of
a specific pricing model for the provision of the requested workflow.
The problem of charging his customers, i.e., workflow requesters, with which
pricing model is out of scope of this thesis and will not be considered in the
following; instead this thesis focuses on the first scenario, the consumer view.
As QoS and CoS are correlated, the correlation can be positive or negative
depending on the characteristics of the QoS parameter. A higher QoS level
(e.g., shorter response time) of a service usually implies higher costs. Concerning profit maximization, the intermediary is faced with a trade-off between
QoS and CoS. Thus, the following sections deal with different aspects how to
optimize several QoS properties with several constraints in order to stay competitive and operate cost-efficiently. The minimization of costs in compliance
with the quality restrictions of the users results in profit maximization under
restrictions. Resource allocation, in this thesis, aims at the allocation of available resources, that the resulting profit is maximized while users’ qualitative
requirements are met.

scenario

Traditional IT Outsourcing

Utility Computing

Long-term contracts

Ad hoc,
Short-term contracts

Fixed expenses,

Variable expenses,

Periodical payments

Pay-per-use

Risk of lock-in high

Risk of lock-in reduced

Table 1: Traditional IT Outsourcing versus Utility Computing

The invocation of services from third parties, i.e., external providers, causes
several different provider-requester relationships. The relationships have a wide
range in their intensities as they range from ad hoc usage of a market for single
transactions and static contribution to a long-term contract. Traditional IT Outsourcing is usually based on a long-term contract between an organization and
an outsourcing provider. In contrast, Utility Computing in this context stands
for advanced development of outsourcing with a more dynamic character of
the provider-requester relationship. Those short-term contracts have to be negotiated in a short period of time in order to reduce the risk of being provider
dependent or constrained by long-term contracts. In case of long-term contracts, it is not beneficial to switch between providers because switching to
other providers can cause sunk costs. Sunk costs are strongly dependent on
the pricing models used by the service provider (see Chapter 4) and may
restrict the service requester’s freedom of choice, as switching the provider
can be uneconomic. In an Utility Computing scenario, the intermediary (acting as a service requester) is in a more flexible situation, being able to select
the most appropriate service at any time if the pricing model of the service
provider allows this. In contrast, traditional IT Outsourcing provides a specific
certainty for both, the outsourcing enterprise and the provider by using longterm contracts. Table 1 presents a detailed comparison of the peculiarities of
IT Outsourcing and Utility Computing. The motives for the implementation of
Utility Computing are as follows:
• Maximizing economies of scale and maximizing the learning curve effect
by benefiting from know-how of specialized service providers.
• Minimizing the risk of own development by having the flexibility of acquiring state-of-the-art solutions from external providers.
• Splitting fixed costs into variable costs by using, e.g., pay-per-use pricing
models.
The use of services and the implementation of a SOA facilitate the demanded reusability and exchangeability that is necessary for the realization
of Utility Computing. Instead of long-term agreements, contracts can be negotiated faster and have a short-term character. Different pricing models may
have different effects on the trade-off between QoS and CoS. The discussion
of pricing models and their dynamics concerning resource planning are the
objectives of the considerations presented in the next section.
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Multiple service providers, using several service pricing models, exist in the
considered scenario. Hence, this chapter presents an overview on service pricing models and the coherency of Web services and information products in
general. Furthermore, a developed pricing model classification as well as the
impact of pricing models on service selection is presented [EEP+ 09].
4.1

web services as information products

Pricing schemes and pricing models significantly affect the relationship between the intermediary and the service provider. Service pricing in this context
and the analysis of the impact on resource allocation and service invocation
requires an extensive examination of pricing models as services can be considered as information products having a special cost structure. Specific cost
structures and accounting models in Peer-to-Peer systems are discussed in detail in the work of Liebau [Lie08].
An information product can be described as a non-material good, satisfying
specific needs, which is developed and distributed with the help of information technology (e.g., Web services, telecommunication services). Information
products usually cause significant first copy costs (fixed costs) for investments
and research and development and cause only low marginal costs of reproduction [SV99]. The production of a further portion of the good is not expensive
in contrast to the development and initial production of this good.
Services, and especially Web services, represent digital goods, which can
be easily reproduced and distributed digitally without any physical storage
medium. Thus, the variable distribution expenses become very small and the
relation of fixed costs to variable costs becomes very high, resulting in vast economies of scale. Because the higher the relation of fixed costs to variable costs,
the more significant the total average costs per unit decrease with additional
units produced (and sold). Competitors of a specific service provider with a
high market share usually also have less costs per unit sold as others. Furthermore, smaller production costs (costs per unit sold) result in more profit or the
ability of sooner price reduction. In case of the latter, the market share will increase when everything else remains unchanged. This will again intensify the
decreasing of unit costs with the respective results on earnings that is usually
denoted as increasing returns [Art99].
Considering a market where products have a high ratio of fixed to variable
costs, only those providers which are able to reduce their costs per unit very
fast can compete with the others. Providers with a high market share already
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Figure 8: Pricing models for services

reduced their costs per unit sold and can offer their products less expensive
at the same QoS level. This relation in the cost structure is of high importance especially for the competition of service providers in service markets.
In general, providers of information products have to reduce their high fixed
costs while avoiding competition to lead prices towards marginal costs of reproduction (zero). In a competitive market, commodity products are priced
close to marginal costs of production in the long run, i.e., (Web) services
would be priced close to zero and thus, without contribution margin. Therefore, providers, offering information products, cannot apply cost-based pricing, as it would not allow recovering of investments for the development. Also
pricing according to competitors inhabits a high risk, as it reinforces ruinous
price competition that only highly capitalized participants can survive in the
long run. In this context, service or product versioning is introduced, pointing
at customer differentiation in terms of offering several versions of a product.
Differentiation criteria in this context are non-functional parameters such as
delay, response time, availability, and service execution capacity, facilitating
the adaptation of price to the specific willingness-to-pay for several consumers.
Relevant for the optimization approaches depicted in Chapter 5, 6, and 7 is,
according to the theory of information products, that service providers offer
services in classes with different QoS levels as a form of second degree price
discrimination based on product quality. This is specifically useful for services,
which are offered in a cross-organizational scenario to several internal as well
as external service consumers, as degrading QoS properties imply the implementation of services with the same functionality but with several QoS levels,
which is not expensive in the realization in practice.
4.2

pricing model classification

Several pricing models for services exist and can be used in the considered
scenario. The following outlines different pricing models and provides a classi-
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Figure 9: Volume-oriented pricing model

fication of pricing models for services. Usually, the cost structure of a provided
service by a service provider has high fixed costs for development and variable
costs for providing and maintaining services according to QoS requirements.
Considering pricing models, fixed fee, variable fee, and hybrid fee pricing
models are differentiated at the highest level of pricing models as shown in
Figure 8.
4.2.1

Fixed Fee Pricing Model

In a scenario where the service provider applies fixed fee pricing, the service
requesters are charged by a fixed fee, usually granting unlimited access to the
service for a certain time period independent of the amount of service execution requests (flat-rate model). The other pricing model limits the access to
the service by a specific amount of service execution requests within a specific time period. This form of service charging is a type of bounded fixed fee
pricing models and is referred to as volume-oriented pricing model. This type
of pricing model is especially examined in Chapter 5 and 7. Using a service,
charged by a volume-oriented pricing model, the service intermediary, acting
as a service requester, can invoke the service a limited amount of times up
to the maximum execution capacity in a specific time period as described in
Figure 9. Flat-rate pricing models usually imply long-term contracts whereas
volume-oriented pricing models have shorter contract periods.
Because of using pricing models in which the service usage is charged by
a fixed fee, usually the consumers are not faced with the true marginal costs
of service production and distribution. Instead, this often leads to inadequate
usage of narrow resources [AC01]. On the one hand, the services can be overdimensioned with respect to the theoretical service execution capacity within a
specific time period, resulting in high fixed costs for the service provider. It is
not necessarily guaranteed that the service provider can reduce his high costs
to low costs per unit sold due to the fact that the service is not necessarily
used up to its designed upper bound for service execution. On the other hand,
a high amount of workflow execution requests and peak loads respectively
may exceed the service execution capacity and some requests cannot be pro-
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cessed, resulting in financial risks and a decrease of a provider’s reputation
in the long-term. Furthermore, using a fixed fee pricing model, the service intermediary, is faced with a high obligation to the service provider within the
flat period. Switching the service provider within this time period can turn the
flat fee into sunk costs and is therefore not as easy as in case of a pay-per-use
model.
As a result it can be deduced, that fixed fee pricing models usually decrease
a consumer’s flexibility in switching service providers and cause a higher binding between service provider and service consumer. In contrast, these pricing
models have the advantage, using an intelligent service invocation plan, the
service consumer may also benefit from this approach. Concerning a volumeoriented pricing model the service consumer’s interest is the invocation of as
many services as possible within the specific time period up to the defined
service execution capacity in order to reduce the costs per invocation (costs
per unit) and to utilize the services efficiently. An optimization approach for
this pricing model is depicted in detail in Chapter 5 and 7.
4.2.2 Variable Fee Pricing Model
A well-known and widely used pricing model is the variable fee pricing model
(also known as pay-per-use). The service provider charges the service consumer with a fee, which depends on the actual usage of the service. The fee
directly correlates with the amount of service execution requests. The fee y is
defined as a function y = f(x) of the supplied quantity x. Hereby, the function
f(x) can be of any continuous or discontinuous shape. Moreover, besides the
quantity x of supplied service, any other external variables (e.g., technical conditions as the current server usage or other market prices) can be determinants
of the fee (i.e., y = f(x, v1 , ..., vn )). In this case, the relation between fee y and
quantity x is subject to variances caused by other determinants vi . According
to this, we distinguish between variable fee pricing models with static scheme
and dynamic scheme.
The main difference of these two models is the time at which the fee for
service invocation is assigned, i.e., a fee y induced by any quantity x can always be determined a priori. Usually, in case of a service usage with a static
scheme, the fee per request is known in advance. This is beneficial for the
service consumer in order to be able to calculate the overall service invocation costs in advance for creating a detailed invocation plan, as the prices for
any number of requests do not change over time. A very common and easy
to implement pricing model with static scheme is the one-dimensional, linear
usage-sensitive pricing scheme with a fee equal to y = f(x) = a ∗ x [SRL01].
The service consumer is charged for each service invocation a fixed fee that is
time and volume invariant – this allows switching between service providers
very easily due to the loosely coupled character of the provider-requester relationship.
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As a disadvantage of this model, large-scale excessive service users are penalized because there is no incentive to accumulate service execution requests
and invoke services, e.g., in a burst. Furthermore, there is no incentive for
common service users to schedule or adapt the processing of requested workflows. In order to overcome these challenges and to introduce incentives for
large-scale users, price differentiation according to the amount of service invocations can be used. Those volume-based tariffs with volume discounts usually
have a non-linear relation between the amount of service invocations and the
charged fee for service execution that can be of any continuous or discontinuous shape as depicted in Figure 10 [Sun03]. This allows the convergence
of service prices to the willingness-to-pay of the consumer. An intermediary
faced with this pricing model can minimize the average expense per service
invocation, i.e., maximize the contribution margin, by operating in the system
of volume-thresholds.
In contrast to the pricing models with static scheme, the characteristic of
pricing models with dynamic scheme is the variation of the fee y induced by
quantity x over time according to any other defined parameter vi . Those external parameters vi in the context of service pricing can be originated in technical conditions of the service provider’s resources (e.g., bandwidth, capacity
utilization), the user’s willingness-to-pay (e.g., bids in an auction system, price
formation through supply and demand), or any other market condition (e.g.,
prices of competitors). Thus, a further differentiation of variable pricing models with dynamic scheme is between resource-oriented, user-oriented, and marketoriented pricing models. Dynamic service pricing models can usually benefit
both, the provider in terms of profit and the requesters in terms of customer
surplus resulting in optimal welfare allocation [YGL06]. In contrast, those pricing models are very complex, difficult to implement and in contrast not easy to
handle from the service provider’s and the service consumer’s points of view.
Thus, due to the limited practicability and the lack of diffusion of dynamic
pricing schemes, they will not be considered further in this thesis.
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4.2.3 Hybrid Fee Pricing Model
A hybrid fee pricing model combines a fixed fee with a variable fee pricing model
as presented in Figure 11 [Sun03]. Common methods for service pricing nowadays are mainly fixed fee (flat-rate) models and minor static pay-per-use models, mostly following a quantity- and/or priority-based price discrimination
[HL03], [LZR03].
Offering quality or priority classes is another pricing mechanism, which increases flexibility for the service provider in terms of considering the price sensitivity of several consumers. These additional means can be used and applied
in any pricing model mentioned in this section. QoS research on economicsbased network resource allocation discusses the offering of several QoS and
priority classes as means for using market mechanisms to suppress low value
data traffic by differentiating prices according to priority classes. These approaches can be transformed into usage-based service pricing where each customer pays according to the quantity and quality of provided service [LZR03],
[LLSW01], [GSW97], [LOSW02]. Hence, the service provider can offer one functionality, wrapped as a service, with several QoS properties at several cost levels.
In contrast to this approach, in which prices are set from one side, the
provider side, other approaches exist such as auctioning models for services
[YGL06]. The following section discusses the impact of different pricing models on the service selection and the resource planning process of service-based
workflows.
4.3

impact of pricing models on service selection

The pricing models described in the previous section significantly affect the
service invocation and resource planning process as discussed in the following.

4.3 impact of pricing models on service selection

As described earlier, by using a service that is charged by a fixed fee, the
consumer has unlimited access to the service for a specific time or a specific
request volume. The intermediary, in the role of a service consumer, purchasing a service with a fixed fee, has a high binding to the provider within this
flat period. Switching the service providers can possibly turn the flat fee into
sunk costs. This causes decreased flexibility and extended procurement risk by
obligation to specific providers. Inversely to the disadvantages of inflexibility,
this pricing approach benefits both in terms of transaction costs. The intermediary and the service provider only have low overhead for pricing and billing
[Odl01]. From the perspective of the intermediary, the contribution margin per
workflow execution increases with the number of service executions at one service provider, because the average unit costs per service invocation decreases
with increasing service usage. Furthermore, by selling the service "workflow
execution" to a third party with a fixed revenue per workflow execution, the
intermediary can increase his contribution margin in this fixed fee time period
by skimming the available resource volume.
Concerning variable pricing models with a static scheme, customer binding
is avoided in this pricing model, because there is no obligation to the service
provider, and the consumer can switch to other providers, if it is beneficial.
This pricing scheme is independent of the amount of service executions and
does not offer economies of scale towards customers. From a technical perspective, it suffers like any static policy from inflexibility, as it does not allow any
reaction to varying conditions. Especially, large-scale customers are penalized
in such a model, because it does not provide any incentives to adapt usage
behavior, as usage is always accounted with a uniform linear factor. The intermediary has no incentive to schedule or adapt the processing of requested
workflows, respectively the concrete task item in any way when confronting
him with a linear pay-per-use pricing model. Regardless of any process step in
the workflow, it is likely that the intermediary will process any workflow execution request immediately, as the contribution margin does not change over
time. Some of the disadvantages are avoided by using pricing schemes with a
non-linear relation as these schemes represent a form of price discrimination
[Sun03]. Figure 10 shows an example of a pay-per-use model with volumediscounts with several volume thresholds. Concerning this pricing model, the
unit costs per requested service decrease with increasing volume-interval, i.e.,
the more services are processed at this service provider. Thus, the intermediary can minimize the average expense per service invocation, i.e., maximize
the contribution margin, by operating in the system of volume-thresholds. It
will be advantageous for the intermediary to process the workflow execution
requests in bursts in order to minimize the average unit costs per request
instead of executing each workflow execution request immediately. A naive
priority rule would be to queue requests in a first-in first-out approach as long
as possible (regarding QoS) in order to accumulate enough quantity to aim a
certain average volume-discount per accounted request.
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Besides pricing schemes in which the price is determined a priori, dynamic
pricing schemes do not provide this ability. Instead, the intermediary faces
a situation in which he has to charge a uniform fee per workflow execution
to his customers, whereas the invoked services induce non-uniform expenses,
dynamically determined during run-time. Accordingly, the contribution margin will vary and inhabit financial risks that can be hardly forecasted and
estimated. For this reason, invoking services with a dynamic pricing scheme is
only beneficial when charging dynamically for the workflow execution as well.
The financial risk of the service provider is reduced by using the hybrid
pricing model while it will increase the risks of a lock-in for the intermediary
in contrast to the variable pricing model. Usually, this model is a combination
of both, the fixed and the variable fee pricing model. This model has the advantage that the contractual binding has not such a long-term character as in
case of a fixed fee but more than in case of a variable fee pricing model.
Summing up, pricing models significantly influence the behavior of an intermediary at the selection and composition process of services to service-based
workflows. Based on these findings, the following chapters present several
solution strategies for QoS optimization for service-based workflows by introducing several optimization approaches.

5

AV E R A G E - C A S E P E R F O R M A N C E A N A LY S I S

This chapter focuses on the average-case performance optimization of servicebased workflows. With the help of queuing theory, it is possible to determine
the average-case performance behavior of service-based workflows. Furthermore, an optimization approach is introduced, facilitating the maximization
of service utilization of the invoked services considering a given cost model
(volume-oriented pricing model) by providing a solution at low service invocation costs [EPR+ 07].
After a brief introduction of the basics of queuing theory, this chapter gives
an overview on related work in this field of research. Furthermore, peculiarities of the considered scenario are described in the system model and the
adaptation of queuing theory to service-based workflows, as well as the developed optimization approach are presented.
5.1

queuing theory basics

This section focuses on the introduction of queuing theory basics with special
references to the textbooks of Haverkort [Hav98] and Bolch et al. [BGdMT06].
Queuing theory, as the oldest model for packet switched networks, is well
studied in literature [LZGS84], [Bal00]. Basics of this theory can be found in
the work of Kleinrock [Kle75], [Kle76]. Queuing is a phenomenon that can
be realized and observed in reality in several situations such as in front of a
supermarket check-out or at the airline check-in counter at the airport. Queuing occurs because arrival patterns of the customers differ from the service
patterns. Furthermore, this phenomenon is very important in the areas of logistics, manufacturing lines, and communication systems.
Usually, a queuing system is described as shown in Figure 12. The arrivals to
the system may be requests to a printer, a server, a service provider, or a workflow in general. For the execution of the incoming execution requests, appropriate scheduling mechanisms are necessary. The most prominent scheduling
mechanisms are as follows [BGdMT06]:
• FCFS: First-Come-First-Serve; jobs are served in order of the arrival.
• LCFS(PR): Last-Come-First-Serve, with or without Preemption; the job
that arrived last is served first.
• SIRO: Service-In-Random-Order; the job to be served next is selected
randomly.
• RR: Round-Robin; if the servicing of a job is not completed at the end of
a time slice of specified length, the job is preempted and returns to the
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Figure 12: Basic queuing system

queue, which is served according to FCFS. This procedure is repeated
until the servicing of the job is completed.
• PRIO: Prioritized Scheduling; jobs are served according to a specific prioritization scheme.
Kendall’s notation, as a widespread notation, is often used when describing
queuing stations. In detail, the notation of Kendall consists of six identifiers
as shown below, whereas only the first four identifiers are important for the
further considerations in this section, because the population is assumed to be
infinite large and for the scheduling First-Come-First-Serve is assumed:
Arrivals| Services| Servers| Buffersize| Population| Scheduling
In detail, the arrival process to the servers is denoted as Arrivals, the characteristics of the servicing of the incoming execution requests, i.e., the servicing
characteristics, is denoted as Services. Furthermore, the number of servers in
the considered queuing system is denoted as Servers, and the maximum number of customers in the queuing system as Buffersize. The characteristics of the
first two identifiers can be of several properties. In general, Exponential Distribution (memoryless), General Distribution, or Deterministic Distribution can
be assumed. Markovian or Memoryless (M) is used when the interarrival or
the service times are exponentially distributed. General (G) is used whenever
the times involved are arbitrary distributed, and Deterministic (D) whenever
the times involved are constant. Besides these prominent assumptions, also
other distributions may be possible [Hav98]. The described optimization approach in this chapter is based on a system with (a series of) M|M|1 queuing
stations as described in the following.
5.1.1 M|M|1 Queuing Model
The simplest queuing system is the M|M|1 queuing model assuming that the
arrivals are distributed in a Poisson manner (as depicted in Equation 5.1) with
the arrival rate λ [Hav98].
(λt)k −λt
e
k>0 ∀ k∈N
k!
The Poisson process has three major properties:
P(X = k) =

(5.1)

1. The probability of a specific number of arrivals in a time interval of
length t is only dependent on the length of the time interval (stationary).

5.1 queuing theory basics

2. The amount of arrivals in not overlapping intervals are stochastically
independent (homogeneity).
3. For small intervals of length ∆t it holds that X∆t = 0 or X∆t = 1.
The average number of arrivals in a specific time period t is E(k) = λt and
the variance v is v = λt.
The M|M|1 queuing model assumes, that the service times follow an exponential distribution at the server. In a Poisson process, the customer interarrival times are exponentially distributed. This memoryless characteristic implies that the next state xn+1 does not depend on the time the process has
spent in state xn . The context between a birth-death process, as a special case
of a Markov process, and the M|M|1 queue is that a birth reflects the arrival
of a new customer, either to the queue or directly to the server (depending
on the status of the queue). A death represents that a customer has already
been served and has left the system. Usually, the queue is modeled as a black
box where λ represents the requests respectively jobs arriving per time unit
on average. The number of incoming jobs in a specific time period λ is called
the arrival rate or the arrival intensity. As a scheduling strategy First-ComeFirst-Serve is applied in the following [Buz73]. In case that the queue already
contains some waiting requests, the incoming request has to wait in the queue
until the server is empty and the job can be processed.
5.1.2

Arrival Rate and Service Rate

The arrival rate and the service rate are of high importance when analyzing a
queuing station. The rate at which the incoming execution requests arrive at
the server is denoted by λ with the exponentially distributed interarrival time
t = λ1 . Considering several parallel incoming Poisson processes λ1 , ..., λn , the
resulting process λr is a Poisson process which can be calculated as shown in
Equation 5.2.

λr =

n
X

λi

(5.2)

i=1

At the server, the service times are exponentially distributed with the mean
1
service time x = µ
, whereas µ denotes the rate at which the jobs are processed.
5.1.3

Overload Avoidance and Utilization

Overload avoidance is a major issue when ensuring that the server operates in
stable state and avoiding the accumulation of an infinitely large waiting queue.
In order to avoid overload, as a precondition, the average number of arrivals
per time unit may not exceed the average number of jobs the server is able to
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process per time unit, i.e., λ < µ. The effective utilization ρi of an arbitrary
server i can be calculated as shown in Equation 5.3.

ρi =

λi
µi

(5.3)

Following this precondition, the system (server) can only operate in stable
state if ρi < 1. Otherwise more incoming jobs would arrive than the server is
able to serve per time unit.
5.1.4 Basic System Characteristics
Two important characteristics of a queuing station are the average number of
jobs Ni in the system and the average system time Ti . The average number of
jobs in the system is the summation of the number of jobs that are waiting in
the queue and the number of jobs that are in the server at a specific time. The
average number of jobs Ni in the system yields to:
Ni =

ρi
1 − ρi

(5.4)

The average system time Ti is the time a job spends in the system (queue
and server) until the job is processed and has left the system. The calculation
of Ti is shown in Equation 5.5.

Ti =

5.1.5

1
µi

1 − ρi

(5.5)

Burke’s Theorem

The theorem of Burke is of high importance considering the departure process
of a server in this scenario. The departure process γi of a single server M|M|1
queue in stable state with an arrival rate λi and a service rate µi respectively,
is again a Poisson process with the rate λi [Hav98].
5.1.6 Feed-forward Queuing Networks
After focusing on the general behavior of M|M|1 queues, a special focus is on
Feed-forward Queuing Networks (FFQNs), i.e., on a series of M|M|1 queues
where the departure process at queue i represents the arrival process at queue
i + 1, assuming that there is no cross-traffic at intermediary queues. Considering the first queue, the external arrival rate to the system is λ and the service
rate of queue i equals µi . In order to ensure stability of the queues, the following condition has to hold:

ρi =

λ
< 1 ∀ i = 1, ..., n
µi

(5.6)

5.2 related work

In the case of ρi > 1, queue i would build up an infinitely large waiting line
and the average response time T would increase ad infinitum. The bottleneck
in such a system of a series of M|M|1 queues is the queue with the smallest
ρi . Assuming there are no arrivals to the queuing network in between any two
queues and no departures from the queuing network, applying Burke’s Theorem the arrival rate at any M|M|1 queue i is λ.
After introducing queuing theory basics, the following section provides an
overview on related work.
5.2

related work

Queuing theory is widely used in the field of traffic management, manufacturing systems, and production lines. Concerning manufacturing lines, the
service stations correspond to servers and the buffers at the stations to the
queuing capacity [PHB93]. Furthermore, production processes comprising assembly lines with finite buffers as well as simple processing can be analyzed
with the help of queuing theory [Man08]. However, concerning the adaptation
of queuing theory to services or workflows, current work is limited. Although,
a set of related work treating research in this field is depicted in the following.
Peng et al. discuss capacity planning for composite services using queuing network-based models and map findings of queuing theory to services
[PYY+ 04]. For several possible topologies, the requests are passed through the
system as iterations of services or sequences of services. Queuing networkbased models are used in order to determine the performance of composite
services. With the help of this approach it is not necessary to run extensive
simulations, instead with the help of an analytical analysis the performance
can be determined.
Litoiu proposes a reengineering approach for the migration of legacy applications towards a system based on services [Lit04]. The aim of this approach is
to present how performance models can help to support migration decisions
and to introduce a mechanism of building and solving performance models,
which are derived from a system based on services. Impacts of the migration
process to several performance metrics, such as response time, scalability, and
throughput are considered in his work. The introduced approach uses layered
queuing networks as performance models in order to predict the performance
of this system.
Patel and Darlington state that services become more and more important
in order to facilitate service-oriented distributed computing. In a Grid environment the provided workflows have to fulfill a certain QoS level [PD06c]. The
authors address workload allocation techniques for Grid workflows representing compositions of services from the Grid. In this consideration the services
are modeled as M|M|1 queues, i.e., the arrivals are modeled as Poisson processes. The derived numerical solution for missed deadlines (failures) of Grid
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workflow tasks is evaluated through an experimental simulation. In a further
consideration the authors model the considered services as G|G|1 queues and
minimize failures (QoS requirement violation) of jobs by solving a mixed integer non-linear programming problem [PD06a], [PD06b].
The described approaches mainly focus on the adaptation of major findings
of queuing theory to entire systems or focus on some peculiarities of workflows in general. However, none of these approaches focus on the service selection problem of service-based workflows and on the addressed optimization
approach as depicted in this chapter.
5.3

system model

As mentioned in the scenario (Chapter 3), the considered business processes
can be decomposed into several basic activities that can be executed by a specific service Si (i = 1, ..., n) which fulfills the required functionality of the
considered task. For each task i services mi are available offering the required
specific functionality; they solely vary in their QoS characteristics. As mentioned earlier, the selection and composition of services can be done from
internal services as well as from external partners in order to create servicebased workflows [ZBN+ 04].
Queuing theory allows the analysis of complex networks (and therefore complex workflows) containing, e.g., loops, iterations, forking, and joining paths
[Hav98]. In the further analysis, workflows with a sequential execution of the
tasks as depicted in Figure 6 on page 27 are considered. These tasks, dependent on the granularity of the task decomposition, can be decomposed in a
way that there exist ranges of services Si,j which fulfill the required functionality of the considered task i. The intermediary is responsible for the execution
of a workflow. He has to handle all execution requests and has to ensure that
all requests can be served within a specific time period as it is his objective to
serve all incoming workflow execution requests at minimal costs and at minimal response time.
Assuming a huge amount of incoming execution requests, the assumption
that the arrivals can be modeled as a Poisson process can be assumed in various scenarios [GWW02]. The considered scenario assumes that the incoming
workflow execution requests can be modeled as a Poisson process as described
in Section 5.1. For each task, the intermediary has to choose the appropriate
service, which fulfills the required functionality described in the SLAs. The
considered workflow consists of n different activities. For each task i the intermediary has to choose a service which fulfills the required functionality
out of j = 1, ..., mi available services per task i. Furthermore, the intermediary
has to ensure that task i(i = 1, ..., n) is executed before task i 0 (i 0 = 1, ..., n) if
i < i 0 . Each service has a specific execution capacity, i.e., a specific amount of
requests that can be served within a specific time period. The service invocation is charged via a volume-oriented pricing model (see Section 4.2.1). The

5.4 adaptation of queuing theory to service-based workflows

services differ solely in the provided service rates µi,j and the costs ci,j . For
the correlation between service rate and the costs, we assume that the higher
the service rate µi,j the higher are the costs ci,j for each service.
As it is the objective to use the execution capacities of each service optimally,
in order to increase the throughput by an optimal utilization of the invoked
services, the intermediary has to create an invocation plan meeting those demands. Furthermore, he has to maximize the throughput, and to realize an
optimal resource usage in order to use the execution capacities of the services
optimally.
5.4

adaptation of queuing theory to service-based workflows

The considered workflow, as mentioned in Section 5.3, consists of several tasks
that have to be implemented by services. Furthermore, the number of incoming workflow execution requests in a specific time period can be modeled as
a Poisson process with a specific arrival rate λ. The intermediary is faced with
this arrival rate and has to select the available services out of a range of services in a way that all incoming execution requests can be served. For service
selection of the first task, the intermediary can choose from a subset m1 of services S1,j fulfilling the required functionality. After invoking a service for the
first task, the intermediary has to invoke a service for the second task out of a
range of m2 services fulfilling the required functionality of task 2, denoted by
S2,j . The specific aspect of this consideration is, that due to a large amount of
incoming execution requests and varying service times of the services a queue
of execution requests may occur at the selected services.
Adapting the findings of Section 5.1 to a service, being faced with a specific
arrival rate λ and a service rate µ, the throughput respectively output γ in the
long run will be the same as the input rate λ, i.e., γ = λ, if it holds that λ < µ,
i.e., ρ < 1.
The accumulated queue at this service occurs due to random arrivals and
the fact that requests can occur in a burst. The intermediary stores the requests
in the queue and forwards them to the subsequent service as soon as the preceding request is processed. The higher the utilization ρ of the service, the
better the execution capacity of the considered service is used. The calculation
of the average number of pending execution requests at the service and the average system time, representing the average response time, can be calculated
with the help of Equation 5.4 and 5.5.
As described in Section 4.2, several pricing models for services exist. The following considerations assume a volume-oriented pricing model, as a special
case of the fixed fee pricing model. Typically, each offered service provides a
specific service execution rate µi,j , representing the amount of requests the service is able to process within a specific time period. These services are offered
by a service provider which charges the intermediary a specific amount ci,j for
the usage of the service Si,j . These incidental costs are usually independent of
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Figure 13: Utilization vs. response time

the real usage of the service. It is not necessary that the service requesters
request service execution up to |µi,j |, but it will be preferable in terms of operating cost-efficient. The objective of the intermediary is an efficient usage of
the offered execution capacities µi,j .
5.4.1 Utilization Analysis of Services
As it is the aim of the intermediary to optimally use the execution capacity
of each single service Si , the utilization ρi has to be as high as possible, i.e.,
close to 1. As presented in Equation 5.4, the average number of customers in
the system N increases by an increasing value of the utilization ρ. Thus, the
average response time of a service execution increases as well.
As presented in Figure 13, there is no optimal operating point for the specific
service in terms of an optimal service usage. Instead, after a specific utilization
of a service, the response time strongly increases. Thus, the intermediary has to
consider this growth in average response time in order to avoid a high overall
response time of the entire workflow.
5.4.2

Throughput Analysis of Service-based Workflows

Both, the throughput of the entire workflow as well as the overall response
time are very important QoS parameters for workflow execution. Throughput
in this scenario is the maximum number of execution requests being executed
by the specific selection and invocation of services. The considered workflow,
as described in Section 5.3, in which the tasks are arranged in a sequential
order, can be described and analyzed with the help of FFQNs (see Section 5.1).
Consequently, each service can be modeled as a M|M|1 queue in which the
outgoing flow of queue i equals the incoming flow of queue i + 1. Furthermore, the presentation of a composed workflow behaves as an acyclic queuing
network and each invoked service, representing a M|M|1 queue, operates in a
stable state (λ < µ). This association, i.e., the relation between a service-based
workflow and a FFQN is shown in Figure 14.

5.5 optimization approach
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Figure 14: FFQN model for service-based workflows

Avoiding overload of the services and ensuring that the services operate in
stable state implies that the utilization ρi for each invoked service Si has to be
smaller than 1, i.e., ρi = µλi < 1. The incoming workflow execution requests,
representing an aggregation of several execution requests from several service
requesters, have an aggregated arrival rate λw , i.e., the arrival rate λ1 at S1
equals λ1 = λw . According to Burke’s theorem, presented in Section 5.1, the
output γ1 at S1 equals the input rate λw , if ρ1 < 1. The invoked service S2 of
task 2 has the input rate λ2 = γ1 = λ1 = λw if ρ2 < 1 on average.
This consideration holds for each invoked service of the workflow. Thus,
the overall throughput γw of the entire workflow is the same as the input
rate, i.e., γw = λw if for all invoked services Si i(i = 1, ..., n) holds ρi < 1
and the workflow is a closed system, i.e., the invoked services are not used
by any other workflow and there is no cross-traffic. In the case of ρi > 1, an
infinitely large waiting queue of service execution requests and an infinitely
large response time would be accumulated. In case that the selected service
is not able to hold the stability condition, this service should be replaced by
another service with a higher service rate or a service should be invoked in
parallel in order to serve all incoming execution requests.
5.5

optimization approach

After the description of the general implications of the adaptation of queuing theory to service-based workflows, this section presents an optimization
approach for an efficient usage of invoked services. This ensures an efficient
utilization of the execution capacities of all invoked services of the workflow.
Thus, some constraints such as response time and number of workflow execution requests currently pending are considered as well.
mi
X

xi,j = 1 ∀ i = 1, ..., n

(5.7)

j=1

For all n ∗ mi services a binary variable xi,j is introduced to model whether
a service Si,j is used for the workflow execution or not. In this consideration,
sufficient execution capacities of the available services in order to execute all
incoming execution requests are assumed, i.e., it is not necessary to invoke
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some services in parallel. Equation 5.7 avoids that more than one service of
one task is used at the same time.
5.5.1 Objective Function
The objective of this optimization approach is the maximization of the service
utilization for an efficient usage of the service execution capacities. With the
help of this approach, the intermediary can create a service invocation plan,
which maximizes the overall utilization. Thus, the intermediary has to calculate all potential utilizations ρi,j of all services Si,j given the aggregated arrival
rate of all incoming workflow execution requests of the requesters λw and the
individual service rates µi,j . Equation 5.8 presents the objective function for
this approach, ensuring that the average service utilization is maximized and
that the invoked services are able to serve all incoming execution requests.
With these utilization parameters, the intermediary is able to compute the
maximum average utilization.
1 X Xi
Max F(~x) =
ρi,j xi,j
n
n

m

(5.8)

i=1 j=1

As a recapitulation, Figure 13 highlights that the higher the utilization of
a service the higher is the average response time. Thus, in order to avoid an
increase in overall response time, some constraints have to be introduced.
5.5.2

Constraints

The overall average response time Tw of the considered workflow can be calculated by the summation of all average response times Ti,j of all invoked services. As the maximization of service utilization is the aim of the optimization
approach, the invoked services will have a high utilization ρi,j and therefore a
high response time for the execution requests. In order to avoid an infinite increase of the overall average response time, the overall average response time
of the workflow has to be constrained with a maximum average response time
Tmax as shown in Equation 5.9.
mi
n X
X

Ti,j xi,j 6 Tmax

(5.9)

i=1 j=1

Besides an increase in the average response time of the workflow execution,
the average outstanding workflow execution requests increase with a higher
service utilization. The pending workflow execution requests Nw can be calculated by the summation of all average outstanding requests at each service as
shown in Equation 5.10.

Nw =

mi
n X
X
i=1 j=1

Ni,j xi,j

(5.10)

5.6 summary

A further constraint, avoiding a large increase in workflow execution requests currently pending Nw is described in Equation 5.11 with the help of an
appropriate boundary Nmax .
mi
n X
X

Ni,j xi,j 6 Nmax

(5.11)

i=1 j=1

Considering the volume-oriented pricing model, the intermediary has to
pay a fixed amount ci,j for the usage of service Si,j with the service rate µi,j
independent of the real service usage. The overall service invocation costs Cw
of the entire workflow execution can be calculated by the summation of all
costs for each invoked service Si,j as presented in Equation 5.12.

Cw =

mi
n X
X

ci,j xi,j

(5.12)

i=1 j=1

As it is the objective of the intermediary to maximize the service utilization,
he will invoke services with small service rates that still exceed the arrival rate
in order to avoid overload. Furthermore, because of the positive correlation between service rate µi,j and costs ci,j , the developed approach creates a solution
with low overall service invocation costs.
ρi,j < 1 ∀ i = 1, ..., n

(5.13)

In order to avoid an infinite accumulation of workflow execution requests
due to overload, the utilization of each invoked service has to be smaller than
1 as shown in Equation 5.13.
5.6

summary

This chapter describes the adaptation of major findings of queuing theory to
service-based workflows, facilitating the identification of the overall averagecase performance behavior of the workflow. This performance behavior can
be determined by modeling each service as a M|M|1 queue and by applying
Burke’s theorem and the concept of FFQNs to this scenario. In particular, it is
possible to determine the service utilization as well as the service invocation
costs, the average response time of workflow execution requests, and the average number of outstanding workflow execution requests currently pending.
Furthermore, the developed optimization approach facilitates the optimization of the service utilization by determining the optimal selection of a set of
services to a service-based workflow. The identified approach offers a solution with low overall service invocation costs, because maximization of service
utilization implies minimization of service rates and therefore minimization
of service invocation costs. In addition, the introduced constraints ensure that
the overall average response time of workflow execution requests and the overall number of execution requests currently pending do not exceed a specific
value.
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After the development of an average-case performance optimization approach,
supporting the intermediary in the service selection process, this chapter focuses on a solution for the worst-case performance optimization. Major findings of network calculus are adapted to the concept of service-based workflows, facilitating the analysis of the worst-case performance behavior of service-based workflows [EPR+ 07]. The basic performance bounds network calculus is dealing with, are the delay, the backlog bound, and the throughput.
Furthermore, this section describes the developed performance optimization
approach facilitating the optimization of the worst-case performance behavior
of service-based workflows [ESN+ 08].
After introducing basics of network calculus, an overview on the considered system model is given. Furthermore, the adaptation of network calculus
to service-based workflows and the developed optimization approaches are
presented.
6.1

network calculus basics

A concept for modeling and evaluating QoS has gained importance in judging
and improving network performance in the last decade. This concept, referred
to as network calculus represents a theoretical and systematical approach that
tries to apply methods known from classical system theory to computer networks. The originator of this approach is Cruz [Cru91a], [Cru91b].
Network calculus, as a system theory for deterministic queuing systems, has
been developed in the 1990s and is widely used in the context of deterministic
QoS in packet switched networks. The system theory approach generally models a phenomenon by three entities: a system, an input, and an output whereas
the system maps an input to an output. In the field of electrical engineering,
especially in communication networks and control systems, this approach is
widely spread. Network calculus brings the system theory approach to computer networks. In this application scenario, the input to the system is represented by the traffic flow that is originated at the sender, the system model is
represented by the network, which introduces, e.g., delay and packet loss. The
output is the traffic flow that arrives at the receiver. The performance of a network can be analyzed with this model by evaluating whether the traffic flow
arriving at the receiver is appropriate. In contrast to classical system theory,
as a particularity, network calculus is based on min-plus algebra as a mathematical foundation. The strong analogy of network calculus and system theory
is further elaborated in the work of Fidler and Recker [FR05a], [FR05b], [FR06].
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The concept of network calculus can be described as follows [BT01]:
"Network calculus is a theory of deterministic queuing systems found in computer networks. It can be described as the system theory that applies to computer networks. The main difference with traditional system theory, as the one
that was successfully applied to design electronic circuits, is that another algebra is considered, where the operations are changed as follows: addition
becomes computation of the minimum, multiplication becomes addition."
In min-plus algebra the addition operator changes to the minimum operator and the multiplication operator changes to the plus operator. As a reason
for this, it can be stated that plus-times algebra is well suited for describing
physical systems, min-plus algebra is suited for describing man-made systems
[BCOQ92]. In particular, a man-made system is usually characterized by several customers sharing a resource while having a goal. Considering computer
networks, the customers are the data packets, the shared resource is represented by the network, and the goal is, e.g., to maximize the throughput or to
minimize the delay.
After the description of the main concept of network calculus, the following
sections present essential definitions and findings that are important for the
further analysis. The according proofs can be found in [BT01]. At first, an
input and an output function of a system is defined in order to describe the
concept of an arrival curve and a service curve.
6.1.1 Input and Output Functions
Definition 1 [Input function]:
R(t) is called an input function, if R(0) = 0 and R is wide-sense increasing, that
is for all t1 6 t2 holds R(t1 ) 6 R(t2 ). R(t) denotes the number of bits arriving
in the interval [0, t]. The time t and R(t) can either be discrete or continuous.
If both t and R(t) are continuous, we say we have a fluid model.
Definition 2 [Output function]:
Ro (t) is called an output function for a system S, if it cumulates the output (in
bits) of S in the interval [0, t] for all t > 0. In this definition S might be a single
buffer, a network node or a complete network. As above, t and Ro (t) may be
discrete or continuous. For a system S it should (obviously) hold Ro (t) 6 R(t).
This assumption implies having a lossless system without routing loops.
6.1.2 Arrival and Service Curve
Besides the introduction of an input and an output function, it is necessary to
define conditions for service guarantees, i.e., on the one hand the arrival curve
which constrains the arrival process and on the other hand the service curve,
which describes the worst-case service behavior when packets are served.
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Figure 15: Arrival curve, service curve, backlog bound, and delay bound

The input to the system is represented by the arrivals, corresponding to the
upper bound for the input traffic, unlike in classical system theory, where the
input is the actual signal that enters into the system. The arrival curve denotes the maximum traffic that the sender may introduce into the network.
Usually, it is given as a function, in which the x-axis denotes the time interval
and the y-axis denotes the maximum amount of data that may be sent in the
corresponding interval. An example of an arrival curve, along with the other
concepts presented in this section is shown in Figure 15.
Definition 3 [Arrival curve]:
Given a wide-sense increasing function α defined for t > 0, we say that a flow
R is constrained by α if and only if for all s 6 t holds:
R(t) − R(s) 6 α(t − s)

(6.1)

In this consideration R has α as an arrival curve, or rather R is α-smooth.
In general, several arrival curves can be assumed for traffic regulation purposes. Leaky Bucket and Token Bucket are the most prominent examples for
traffic regulation algorithms [Tur86]. The Token Bucket arrival curve is given
by Equation 6.2 where at t = 0, the amount of b data packets are at the system
and for t > 0 the packets arrive with a constant rate ra . With this arrival curve
the maximum size of bulk arrivals can be modeled as well as the sustained
rate for incoming execution requests.
α(t) = b + ra t for t > 0

(6.2)

In contrast to the arrival curve, as an upper bound for the arrival process
to a system, the service curve represents a lower bound for the service rate. It
indicates the amount of data that a node serves in the worst-case. The service
curve is usually given as a function, where the x-axis denotes a time interval
and the y-axis the minimum amount of data that must be served of the node.
The Latency-Rate (LR) service curve is a widespread service curve that is often
used when modeling service behavior [Pan06]. The LR service curve has two
parameters: After a specific latency l, the packets are served at a constant rate r.
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Definition 4 [Service curve]:
Consider a system S and a flow through S with input function R and output
function Ro . We say S offers a service curve β to the flow, if and only if β is
wide–sense increasing and Ro > R ⊗ β for all t > 0.
In this definition the operator ⊗ represents the min-plus convolution which
is specified in more detail in the work of Boudec and Thiran [BT01]. An analytical description of the properties of a LR service curve is presented in Equation
6.3.

β(t) = r(t − l)

; β(t) = 0 t < l

(6.3)

The rate at which requests are served is denoted by r and the time needed
for initialization (latency) is defined by l.
6.1.3

Backlog Bound and Delay Bound

The following introduces two basic bounds of network calculus: the backlog
bound and the delay bound. The backlog bound denotes the amount of data
that is currently in the network. As presented in Figure 15, the backlog bound
is the maximum vertical distance of the arrival curve and the service curve.
The delay bound denotes the maximum delay of a packet in the network. It is
given by the maximum horizontal distance of the arrival curve and the service
curve.
Definition 5 [Backlog bound]:
Assume a flow, constrained by an arrival curve α, traverses a system that offers
a service curve β. The backlog R(t) − Ro (t) for all t satisfies:
R(t) − Ro (t) 6 supt>0 {α(t) − β(t)}

(6.4)

Definition 6 [Delay bound]:
Assume a flow rate R(t) constrained by arrival curve α traverses a system S
that offers a service curve of β. The virtual delay d(t) for all t satisfies:
d(t) 6 supt>0 {infτ>0 {α(t) 6 β(t + τ)}}

(6.5)

6.1.4 Concatenation
The concatenation theorem allows the analysis of networks consisting of multiple nodes. Analog to the classical system theory, the transfer function of a
system is given by the convolution of the transfer functions of the subsystems.
Considering a sequence of nodes where packets are routed via a distinct path

6.2 system model

in the network, the service curve of this path is given by the min-plus convolution of the service curves of the nodes along the path. The min-plus convolution is given by Equation 6.6, where β1 (t) and β2 (t) are the service curves of
two arbitrary nodes 1 and 2 and β(t) is the resulting service curve of the path
consisting of those two nodes. This concatenation is arbitrary extensible and
allows the determination of the aggregated service curve of multiple nodes in
a network.
β(t) = min0<τ6t {β1 (τ) + β2 (t − τ)}

(6.6)

After the introduction of network calculus basics, the following section focuses on the description of the analyzed system model.
6.2

system model

As presented in Chapter 3, we assume that the workflow execution requests
may arrive in different forms. Possibilities are bulk arrivals, constant rate arrivals, or stochastic arrivals. As this chapter focuses on the deterministic worstcase behavior, purely stochastic arrival models are neglected, as they might
cause the worst-case performance to be arbitrary bad, even if the probability
for that case is low. Considering the arrival of workflow execution requests, we
assume that the Token Bucket arrival curve is appropriate in order to capture
the incoming request arrivals. This arrival curve allows to realize a maximum
size of bulk of arrivals at t = 0 as well as the sustained arrival rate.
Concerning services, realizing specific tasks in a service-based workflow, the
response time and the rate at which requests can be served are two important
parameters. This can be realized by the well-suited concept of service curves
in order to describe the performance of a service. Especially the LR service
curve grasps exactly the two aforementioned parameters [Pan06]. The service
invocation usually implies a dedicated latency before execution requests can
be processed. The latency performance of SOAP implementations is depicted
in more detail in the work of Davis and Parashar [DP02].
Beyond that, it is possible to have service providers, offering services in
the form of "the first 50 request are serviced with a rate of 20 executions/sec.
and the remaining ones with a rate of 105 executions/sec." This is grasped by
the L2R service curve [Sch02], which will be neglected in the further analysis
due to the fact that this service behavior is not as common as in case of the LR
service curve. Hence, the service provider may use sophisticated service curves
in order to do cost differentiation and offer services at several QoS levels. When
determining the appropriate parameters of the service curve, the effect of other
workflows being executed at the server, possibly leading to congestion, must
be incorporated as well. Again, subsets of services exist offering a specific
functionality (see Section 5.3). We assume that the services differ solely in the
provided service rates ri,j , the latency li,j , and the costs ci,j . For the correlation
between service rate and costs, we assume that the higher the service rate ri,j ,
the higher are the costs ci,j for each service.
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Packet Switched Networks

Service-based Workflows

Path through the network

Workflow

Node in the network

Service

Packet

Request

Throughput

Rate at which requests can be processed

End-to-end delay

Time until a workflow execution is completed

Table 2: Analogies between packet switched networks and service-based workflows

6.3

adaptation of network calculus to service-based workflows

The considered workflow consists of a set of tasks in a sequential order that can
be implemented by services. Hence, if the characteristics of services in general
can be described by service curves, the entire workflow can be described as the
concatenation of these service curves. This connection is an analogy to a network path, where the service curve of the path consists of the concatenation of
the service curves of the nodes. These analogies between packet switched networks and service-based workflows are summarized in Table 2. For a method
how to intuitively convolve arbitrary functions, the reader is referred to Pandit
et al. [PSKS06] (elaborated in [Pan06]).
Besides the analogies described above, also the other theorems of bounds
(backlog bound and delay bound), described in network calculus, can be adapted to the concept of service-based workflows:
• The delay bound indicates the worst-case response time that a workflow
execution request may have. It occurs when the largest possible bulk
of workflow execution requests arrives and the service provider offers
exactly one specific service curve.
• From the backlog bound it can be deduced how many workflow execution requests are currently pending, which equals the maximum amount
of workflow execution requests not yet executed.
6.3.1 Optimal Choice of Service Providers
In the considered scenario, the intermediary has to identify an optimal service
invocation plan regarding the offered services of the service provider. In order
to identify the best-suited services realizing the execution of the workflow, the
intermediary has to determine the overall service curves for the workflow for
each possible composition of services. Out of these, the intermediary has to
select an appropriate aggregated service curve, which maximizes the overall
throughput and minimizes the worst-case delay of the entire workflow.
An example of the adaptation of service curves to service-based workflows
is shown in Figure 16. The arrival curve α(t) describes the aggregated behavior
of incoming workflow execution requests. The service curve βi,j (t) describes
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α (t )

S1,j

β1, j (t )

S2,j

S3,j

β 2, j (t )

β 3, j (t )

…

Sn,j

β n, j (t )

β w,k (t )
Figure 16: Adaptation of service curves to service-based workflows

the worst-case processing of each service Si,j . By the convolution of all service
curves of the invoked services the overall worst-case service curve of the workflow yields to βw,k (t). The parameter w indicates an aggregated service curve
and k denotes the executable invocation plan (with k = 1, ..., o). For a workflow
consisting of n different basic tasks and mi different available services per task
(service category), o = mn
i different service compositions are theoretically possible. Summing up, it can be stated that the arrival curve α(t) is not the real
input of the system and βw,k (t) does not describe the real scheduling, instead
they represent bounds for the arrival and service characteristics.
With the concepts and results presented in Section 6.1, the intermediary is
able to determine the optimal combination of service providers and services
respectively with respect to a certain goal. Minimizing the worst-case response
time of a first request in a bulk is achieved by choosing for each task the service
with the service curve having the lowest latency and the highest execution rate.
The throughput can be maximized by determining for each service the service
curve with the highest rate. Furthermore, the rates of each invoked service
have to be compared and the lowest of them is the highest achievable rate for
workflow execution, i.e., the highest achievable throughput. Since it does not
help if other service providers offer higher rates than the highest achievable
rate, out of these, service curves offering the highest achievable rate can be
chosen. The optimization to a joint rate and a specific delay requirement is
done by selecting from each service provider the service curve with the lowest
delay under the condition that the rate requirement is met.
6.3.2

Exemplarily Considerations

In an exemplary consideration a generic credit process as presented in Figure 17 is assumed, which can be decomposed into the subprocesses loan request, credit assessment, servicing, and workout. There will be a large amount
of workflow consumer requesting workflow execution, i.e., the appropriate
service-based workflow has to be executed many times in a specific time period in order to serve all incoming workflow execution requests. We assume
that the incoming workflow execution requests arrive at the intermediary and
can be constrained by a Token Bucket arrival curve α(t) with the rate ra and a
depth b. The amount of requests to each offered service Si,j within a specific
time period – specified respectively negotiated with the service provider in the
SLAs – can be modeled as a service curve βi,j (t) in a worst-case consideration.
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Loan Request

Credit Assessment

Servicing

Workout

Figure 17: Generic credit process
Incoming requests

a2

a1

Time

Figure 18: Arrival curves for incoming workflow execution requests

For modeling the incoming workflow execution requests to the credit process, two different Token Bucket arrival curves, as depicted in Figure 18, are
assumed. For the execution of each task, a set of services, with varying QoS
levels, offering a specific functionality are available. In order to reduce the
complexity of this consideration and present the impacts of this adaptation on
service-based workflows, we assume that three services are available for the
first task and two services for each of the remaining tasks. In the following, the
services for the first task are denoted as S1,1 , S1,2 , S1,3 where the first index
denotes the process step and the second index the number of the considered
service (in category i = 1), which fulfills the required functionality of this process step. The services for the second task are denoted as S2,1 , S2,2 . The same
holds for task three and task four.
After some time for connection establishment and initialization (latency li,j )
the service starts request execution with a specific rate ri,j . The differences
between the offered services are on the one hand the time needed for initialization, i.e., the latency li,j , and on the other hand the execution rate ri,j . Figure
19 shows this behavior with a LR service curve for the first task.
In this example the execution of S1,1 starts with a small latency l1,1 and
with a slow execution rate r1,1 . S1,2 has the same latency as S1,1 but a higher
execution rate r1,2 . The highest execution rate r1,3 with the largest latency of
l1,3 has S1,3 . Figure 20 describes the service curves for the offered services for
the remaining tasks. It is the aim for the intermediary to invoke those services,
which, as a composition (applying the concatenation theorem), achieve the
lowest worst-case delay and the highest worst-case throughput respectively.
Assuming the intermediary selects the services S1,1 , S2,1 , S3,1 , and S4,1
for workflow execution, the overall service curve results to βw,1 (t) with the
delay d1 as shown in Figure 21. The maximum delay that a request will experience in the worst-case to complete execution is denoted by the dashed line.
This delay d1 sets in for the last request, arriving in the largest possible bulk
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Figure 19: Service curves for the first task
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Time
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Figure 20: Service curves for the remaining tasks

allowed by the arrival curve, and the service provider needs its full latency
before starting to serve requests. Furthermore, the achieved throughput can
be increased by choosing the service curve β1,2 (t), but it is not required in this
case, as the rate of the arrivals can be served this way as well. However, the
delay could be reduced when using β1,2 (t). In these deliberations, it becomes
clear that optimizing the choice of services is a non-trivial problem that will
be discussed in Section 6.4.
For throughput maximization purposes, the services with the highest execution rates have to be chosen by the intermediary. This would comply with S1,3 ,
S2,2 , S3,2 , and S4,2 . The overall service curve results to βw,2 (t) which is shown
in Figure 22. In this case, it becomes clear, that even though the rate is higher,
the latency prior to the first request processed is higher than in the previous
example.
After the description of the basic implications for the adaptation of network
calculus to service-based workflows, the next section presents optimization
approaches, facilitating the optimization of several workflow characteristics.
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Figure 21: Delay for an aggregated service curve
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Figure 22: Throughput maximization

6.4

performance optimization approaches

This section presents optimization approaches facilitating the minimization of
the worst-case delay and the maximization of the throughput of the considered
service-based workflow.
As described in the system model (Section 6.2), several services Si,j for each
category exist that solely vary in their QoS levels, i.e., the differences of these
services are the latency li,j , the rate ri,j , and the costs ci,j . An analytical description for these services is presented by Equation 6.7.

βi,j (t) = ri,j (t − li,j ) ; t > li,j

(6.7)

In addition, the aggregated service curve βw,k (t), representing the convolution of the service curves of the invoked services, can analytically be described
as shown in Equation 6.8.

βw,k (t) = rw,k (t − lw,k ) ; t > lw,k

(6.8)

with

rw,k = min r1,j , r2,j , ..., rn,j

(6.9)

6.4 performance optimization approaches

lw,k =

n
X

(6.10)

li,j

i=1

The resulting execution rate of the aggregated service curve rw,k is the minimum of all execution rates ri,j (with i = 1, ..., n) of the chosen services (see
Equation 6.9). The overall latency of the aggregated service curve is the summation of all latencies li,j (with i = 1, ..., n) of the chosen services (see Equation 6.10). Differences of the invoked services, as presented in Section 6.2 occur
concerning the service rate ri,j , the latency li,j , and the costs ci,j (positive correlation between costs and service rate is assumed).
mi
X

xi,j = 1 ∀ i = 1, ..., n

(6.11)

j=1

For optimization purposes for all m services (j = 1, ..., mi ) of task i a binary
variable xi,j is introduced to model whether a service Si,j is included in the
invocation plan or not. The constraint presented in Equation 6.11 ensures that
only one service per task is used at the same time.
6.4.1

Throughput Maximization

Concerning the convolution of several service curves βi,j (t), the resulting service curve βw,k (t) has the slope of the service curve with the smallest slope
as shown in Equation 6.9. This yields to the fact that the maximum achievable execution rate rw,k,max of the workflow is the minimum of all maximum
execution rates ri,j of the available services per process step i. Equation 6.12
depicts an upper bound for the maximum achievable throughput in the considered workflow.
mi 
rw,k,max = minn
i=1 maxj=1 ri,j

(6.12)

Accordingly, it is dispensable to invoke services with the highest execution
rate ri,j per process step i in order to achieve a maximum throughput of the entire workflow. Instead, the overall throughput is bounded by the process step
i with the weakest throughput. Hence, the intermediary may reduce the costs
by rejecting the invocation of services with execution rates ri,j higher than the
highest achievable execution rate rw,k,max .
Assuming the intermediary has a fixed budget, denoted by Cmax , a service
composition with a maximum throughput can be computed by solving the
optimization problem with the objective function 6.13 and the constraint 6.14.

Max F(~x) = minn
i=1


mi
X


j=1



ri,j xi,j



(6.13)
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Figure 23: Delay bound

mi
n X
X

ci,j xi,j 6 Cmax

(6.14)

i=1 j=1

As there exists a positive correlation between service rate and costs, a purely
throughput maximization approach would yield to an increase in overall costs
C. Thus, this approach facilitates to constrain the overall service execution
costs with Cmax .
Concerning throughput maximization, the maximum achievable throughput
is bound by the lowest execution rate of the invoked services in the entire
workflow. A purely throughput optimization approach would be to identify
the maximum achievable execution rate and to invoke only those services for
the other tasks that have a higher or the same execution rate and that minimize
the overall costs.
6.4.2 Delay Minimization
The delay of a workflow execution request is specified by the elapsed time
between the arrival of an execution request at the service provider and the
point of time at which the request is processed and forwarded back to the
intermediary. The worst-case delay for a given workflow and a specific arrival
behavior, as shown in Figure 23, can be easily computed by Equation 6.15
or 6.16 which are derived from Equation 6.8. In Equation 6.15 and 6.16, b
determines the number of execution requests at t = 0 of the corresponding
arrival curve (bulk arrival at t = 0).
dw,k = inf {τ : β(τ) > b}

dw,k = lw,k +

b
rw,k

(6.15)

(6.16)

6.4 performance optimization approaches
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Figure 24: Fixed amount of workflow executions

For stability conditions and in order to be able to determine the worst-case
delay dw,k , the workflow execution rate rw,k has to be larger than the request
arrival rate ra . In case this condition is violated, this would imply that in
the long run more requests arrive at the intermediary than it is able to serve.
Besides the throughput optimization approach of the intermediary, another
objective is the minimization of the worst-case delay of the entire workflow.
Equation 6.17 describes the objective function for this optimization problem.

Min dw,k = lw,k +

b
rw,k

(6.17)

As depicted in the throughput optimization approach, this objective function
will not be adequate in order to describe this problem, because without a
constraint, the intermediary would always choose the services with the highest
execution rates ri,j (at the highest costs). Hence, an important constraint in this
optimization model is the introduction of a certain boundary Cmax for the
overall costs of the workflow execution as shown in Equation 6.14, in order to
realize a cost-efficient invocation plan.
Summing up, a reasonable delay minimization approach would be to estimate a maximum acceptable delay for the service consumer and to minimize
the costs by invoking those services which guarantee this worst-case delay
bound.
6.4.3

Cost Minimization

Besides the aforementioned optimization approaches, a purely cost minimization approach is beneficial for the intermediary when ensuring that a specific
amount of workflow executions e until a fixed deadline te has to be executed
as depicted in Figure 24.
This optimization problem can be formulated by the main objective function
shown in Equation 6.18 and the constraint depicted in Equation 6.19. The aim
of the intermediary is to reduce the costs as much as possible with the con-
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straint that the composed workflow is able to serve the incoming workflow
execution requests e until the deadline te .

Min F(~x) =

mi
n X
X

ci,j xi,j

(6.18)

i=1 j=1

βw,k (te ) > e

(6.19)

In the case that there exists more than one possible solution for this optimization problem, the intermediary has to choose the service invocation
plan, which minimizes the overall worst-case delay and maximizes the overall throughput.
6.5

summary

This chapter describes the adaptation of major insights of network calculus to
service-based workflows, providing an analytical description of the worst-case
performance behavior. Describing workflow arrivals and service execution patterns with arrival and service curves, key concepts of network calculus such as
the delay bound are analyzed. Furthermore, optimization approaches concerning delay, throughput, and costs are described in detail. These optimization
approaches support the intermediary to optimize the worst-case behavior of
the workflow execution before the workflow execution starts.
The proposed optimization approaches support the intermediary in his decision process, i.e., the identification of the worst-case behavior of the workflow,
in order to meet customer requirements. By applying these optimization approaches, the intermediary is able to optimize the worst-case behavior of the
requested service-based workflow in advance and is able to avoid performance
degradations before they occur.

R E S O U R C E P L A N N I N G O F S E RV I C E - B A S E D W O R K F L O W S

The presented QoS optimization approaches described in the two previous
chapters have limited practicability concerning the development of a detailed
service selection approach as they solely cover an average- or a worst-case performance analysis. In addition, these approaches assume a specific workflow
execution arrival rate and do not support multiple parallel service selections.
In a scenario with many workflow requesters and many service providers, multiple service invocations become necessary in order to serve a large amount
of workflow execution requests. Thus, this chapter focuses on this challenge
for the intermediary and presents a detailed resource planning approach for
service-based workflows.
After an overview on related work, the system model of the analyzed scenario is presented. Furthermore, the detailed resource planning problem including an optimization approach and a description of the problem complexity
is given. As a consequence, the developed heuristic solutions for this NP-hard
problem and the architectural Workflow Performance eXtension – WPX.KOM
for QoS management systems for service-based workflows are presented, facilitating the realization and implementation of the developed solution strategies
for the resource planning of service-based workflows.
7.1

related work

This section gives an overview on related work in this field of research, aiming
at the problem of service allocation in a scenario with limited service execution capacities and a large amount of concurrent workflow execution requests
as exhibited in Chapter 3.
Research, coping with the challenges described in Chapter 3 progressed significantly in recent years. Especially in the context of application integration,
many efforts have been done from both an industry and an academic point
of view concerning standardization and interoperability of Web services as a
means for realizing workflow composition. Industry standards, such as Business Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL) [LR02], Business Process Modeling Language (BPML) [Ark02], Web Service Description Language (WSDL)
[CMRW07], [CHL+ 07] and Web Ontology Language for Web services (OWL-S)
facilitate the workflow composition with the help of Web services and services
in general.
Aggarwal defines the Web service composition and execution process as "the
process of realizing the requirements of a new Web service using the capability specifications of the existing component Web services" [ACMS08]. A broad discussion
concerning service composition approaches can be found in literature. Canfora
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states in his work, that due to automated mechanisms it is possible that from
a functional description, services can be found at run-time and invoked and
composed to a specific workflow [CPEV05b]. For this purpose, it is necessary
that besides well-defined functional interfaces the services are well-defined semantically [SERS08], [SRSS09]. The developed approach by Canfora aims at
maximizing a distinct utility value for the workflow, being compliant to given
SLAs and other side conditions such as cost, response time, availability, and
reliability. In order to determine a solution with a low computational overhead,
the developed heuristic is based on genetic algorithms.
Berbner et al. define QoS-aware Web service composition as "the selection of
Web Services maximizing the QoS of the overall Web Service composition, taking into
account preferences and constraints defined by the user" [BSR+ 06b]. In the mentioned literature, only service composition scenarios for a small number of
concurrent execution requests are considered, assuming that the services are
able (in terms of their execution capacity) to deal with the load of the workflow
execution requests.
Especially the modeling of functional characteristics and the service composition problem concerning service-based workflows is under broad discussion. Mostly, semantic [Car02], [NM02], [SdF03] or rule-based [CIJ+ 00], [PF02]
approaches have been proposed for this problem. However, the analysis of
non-functional parameters, i.e., QoS and costs, and the impact on the service
selection scenario need to be addressed in more detail. Those approaches treat
the QoS behavior of entire workflows, by optimizing the selection of services
concerning several QoS constraints. Preferences of the workflow orchestrator
are modeled as restrictions and/or optimization criteria in an optimization
model. Usually, as a measure for the overall QoS characteristics of a workflow, the specific QoS parameters of each workflow have to be aggregated to
a merged value in order to optimize the service composition with regard to a
specific optimization criterion.
As assumed previously, for each specific required functionality subsets of
services are available on service markets, fulfilling those demands. The developed optimization approaches correspond to combinatorial selection problems
that are proven to be NP-hard [MT87], [YL05], [PHD05]. In order to solve those
optimization problems in a short computation time, which is needed to compose the workflow on-the-fly, service selection approaches require extremely
fast and efficient heuristics.
Approaches for solving this problem are usually solved with graph-based
models and combinatorial models. Graph-based approaches map the service
selection problem to a Multi-constrained Optimal Path Problem. Heuristics for
the Multi-constrained Shortest Path Problem with polynomial complexity are
described in the work of Yu and Lin that is limited in its concrete implementation concerning time-critical requirements [YL05]. The authors state, that
combinatorial approaches perform better and graph-based models can solve
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multiple process plans at the same time (e.g., alternative workflow routes).
Combinatorial approaches map the composition problem to a Multi-dimensional Multi-choice Knapsack Problem (MMKP). Some authors solve those
problems with the help of the integer linear programming method in order to
receive an exact solution as an instance of the MMKP [ZBD+ 03], [AVMM04].
Due to its large computational overhead these approaches are considered as
too complex [YL05], [BSR+ 06b], [YCNCC06]. In order to reduce the computational overhead, meta-heuristics can be used for solving the MMKP such as
genetic algorithms [KBH94] , [CPEV05a], and simulated annealing [Ber08], improving run-time behavior and scalability compared to linear programming.
Currently, the most promising approaches in terms of computation time are
greedy heuristics. Iterative improvement of an initially feasible solution can be
done with the help of a replacement strategy, i.e., by replacing items or services
with a low utility in correspondence to the aggregate resource consumption in
each subset with items of a higher utility [KLMA02]. Local optima can be
avoided by creating infeasible solutions, followed by iterative replacement in
order to achieve feasibility [YL05].
Furthermore, Akbar et al. present an efficient greedy heuristic by applying a
transformation technique to map the multi-dimensional resource space to a single dimension with the help of convex hulls [ARK+ 06]. Based on an adapted
algorithm of Lee et al. [LLRS99], the authors heuristicly find a near-optimal
solution for the MMKP.
A promising heuristic of Ykman-Couvreur et al. uses a greedy approach
in order to solve the MMKP under time-critical conditions in embedded systems [YCNCC06]. The authors use pareto-filtering, followed by a dimension
reduction of the search space. With the help of a penalty vector, the multidimensional search space can be reduced to a two-dimensional one in order to
sort the achieved items according to an angular metric referring to the relative
utility. In addition, a greedy replacement algorithm achieving a near-optimal
feasible solution is applied to the sorted list.
Relaxation-based heuristics such as the approach of Berbner solve the linear
programming relaxation of the combinatorial integer programming formulation (by simplex algorithm) and uses a backtracking algorithm to create a feasible solution based on the result of the relaxed integer program [Ber08]. ParraHernandez and Dimopoulos relax the MMKP to a Multi-dimensional Knapsack Problem [PHD05], which performs better in terms of solution quality than
[KLMA02] but is worse in terms of computational complexity [YCNCC06].
Combinatorial approaches allow solving the depicted service selection problem under time-critical conditions showing significant outperformance in terms
of computational complexity. However, graph-based approaches are able to
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solve multiple composition plans at the same time.
However, after an extensive analysis, those approaches do not address the resource planning problem with a large amount of workflow execution requests
and limited service execution capacities in which the workload is much larger
than the services are able to serve within a specific time period. In recent research, it is always assumed that out of a subset of services only one service
has to be selected, i.e., each of the services possesses a service execution capacity that is sufficient for the amount of workflow execution requests and
that fulfills further QoS requirements. In order to cope with the challenges of
the resource planning problem, the following sections provide an optimization
approach and present efficient heuristics for solving this problem.
7.2

system model

As described in Chapter 3, this work focuses on cross-organizational servicebased workflows. These workflows usually implement a certain business process with the help of services. The considered workflows consist of a finite
number of process steps n that have to be executed consecutively (see Figure
6 on page 27). Furthermore, each workflow can be decomposed into several
basic activities (tasks), each with a specific functionality. We assume that these
tasks are arranged in a sequential order and that one task can start processing
if its predecessor has already completed processing. Concerning service-based
workflows, these tasks have to be implemented by services, which possess a
particular functionality.
On a service market many services offering different functionalities at several cost and QoS levels exist. Thus, for task implementation, multitudes of
services offering this specific functionality exist. These sets of services are referred to as service candidates. These service candidates can be services from
internal as well as from external partners offered to specific conditions and
on basis of specific hardware and network connections. Furthermore, these
services vary in their non-functional characteristics. Out of these service candidates for the entire workflow, several service categories can be determined
subsuming a set of services offering a specific functionality to the service requesters. Therefore, for each process step (task) a service category has to be
defined, fulfilling a specific functionality as exhibited in Figure 25.
The determination of an invocation plan consisting of several services, providing the required functionality and offering a specific maximum utility given
a specific optimization objective, is the challenge in solving the resource planning problem of such a service-based workflow. This invocation plan has to
determine at which process step, which services have to be invoked, and how
many services, if necessary, have to be invoked in parallel. A parallel invocation is necessary if the forecast load of the requested workflow execution exceeds the limited execution capacity of the considered service. Thus, for each
workflow step one or more services out of a specific service category have to
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…
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Figure 25: Service categories

be selected. The control logic of the tasks follows a sequential order whereas
services may have to be invoked in parallel in order to serve all workflow execution requests. The goal of the intermediary is the cost-efficient execution of
the workflow, meeting the QoS requirements of the workflow requesters and
being able to serve all workflow execution requests. This implies a maximization of a defined utility provided by the entire workflow. This utility can be,
e.g., costs or response time that has to be minimized or workflow execution
capacity (resulting from the service execution capacity) that has to be maximized. In addition, the QoS properties have to cope with the demands of the
workflow requesters. Several requester groups may have several needs concerning, e.g., the response time or the costs. The overall QoS behavior of the
entire workflow is dependent on the QoS characteristics of the chosen services.
In the described resource planning problem we assume that the services have
two QoS parameters (response time and service execution capacity) and that
the requesters are charged via a volume-oriented pricing model. The correlation between response time and costs is negative and the correlation between
service execution capacity and costs is positive.
7.3

resource planning approach

The considered resource planning approach focuses on the selection and invocation of services with limited execution capacities to a workflow in order to
be able to serve a large amount of workflow execution requests. This approach
facilitates modeling of several workflows independent of the number of process steps and the number of services in each service category as described in
the following.
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7.3.1 Non-functional Service Property Aggregation
As mentioned earlier, each service category comprises a set of services with
the same functionality. These services only differ in their QoS properties, the
non-functional properties. Each service is attributed with a finite number of
non-functional QoS parameters and costs, which are all specified by numeric
parameter values (e.g., average response time = 60 ms).
The overall QoS property of the entire workflow can be calculated as an
aggregated value as a result of the selected services in each category. For calculating the aggregated value, the intermediary has to distinguish between an
aggregated value for the service category and for the entire workflow, whereas
the latter is a result of the aggregation of the so called service category QoS
values. Concerning value aggregation, four different mathematical operators
are used in order to determine an aggregated QoS value. For this aggregation process, the additive, the multiplicative, the min- and the max-operator are
used, whereas the application depends on the circumstances, i.e., on the type
of QoS parameter and the aggregation context. Using the additive operator implies the summation of parameter values. This operator can be used for, e.g.,
the resulting costs in a workflow. Using the multiplicative operator causes the
multiplication of parameter values (e.g., multiplication of the reliability of the
utilized services of each category). By using the min-operator, the minimum
of all parameter values is calculated (e.g., the maximum number of requests
a composed workflow is able to serve within a specific time period is represented by the minimum of all execution capacities of the invoked services in
each category). In contrast to the min-operator, the max-operator calculates the
maximum value out of a subset of items. This is usually used, e.g., to determine the response time of each category as the maximum of all response times
of the chosen services in one category.
For the QoS parameter aggregation, two kinds of aggregation on different
levels have to be differentiated. On the one hand, the aggregation can be accomplished on workflow level and on the other hand on category level. The category level represents the aggregation of QoS parameters of services that are
selected within a specific category whereas the workflow level uses the aggregated QoS parameters of the service category and specifies the aggregation of
QoS parameters for the entire workflow. Dependent on the QoS value aggregation context, i.e., the level of aggregation and the QoS parameter, specific
aggregation operators have to be applied. Table 3 provides an overview on the
mathematical operators that have to be used in dependence of the aggregation
level and the aggregated QoS parameter.
Concerning the resulting costs of service invocations, there is no difference
in the aggregation level. Both, on category level as well as on workflow level
the additive operator has to be used for determining the overall service invocation costs.
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QoS Parameter

Category Level

Workflow Level

Costs

Additive

Additive

Execution capacity

Additive

Min-operator

Response time

Max-operator

Additive

Table 3: QoS aggregation specifications

Examining the execution capacity of a service, two kinds of operators have to
be used for parameter aggregation. For the category level the additive operator
is used, because services have to be invoked in parallel in order to be able
to serve a defined amount of workflow execution requests. Concerning the
workflow level, each aggregated overall execution capacity of the services used
in one category can represent a potential bottleneck for the entire workflow –
the min-operator has to be used in this case.
The services from a subsequent service category can be invoked at the earliest when all services from the previous service category have completed execution. This implies the usage of the max-operator on category level and the
additive operator on workflow level for the response time. Following these aggregation specifications, the overall QoS behavior of a set of chosen services
has to be calculated by the aggregation on category level and then on workflow level.
The service candidates for a specific workflow are usually denoted with Si,j ,
whereas i represents the workflow step (service category) and j the specific
service out of category i. For the indication of a specific non-functional parameter, a further parameter pi,j,q > 0 is introduced. The index q (q = 1, ..., z)
denotes the specific considered non-functional parameter. As costs, response
time, and execution capacity are used as non-functional characteristics of services, three non-functional parameters are important in the considered model
(z = 3). Execution capacity in the analyzed context is the maximum amount of
concurrent service execution requests that are executable within a specific time
period ti,j (response time of the service). This QoS value is of high importance,
as the intermediary has to ensure that the chosen services (single or parallel
invocations of one or multiple services) provide enough execution capacity for
a large workload. Up to the execution capacity capi,j , a service Si,j always
reveals a fixed response time ti,j and fixed costs ci,j .
As for task execution one or multiple services can be invoked, in case of multiple services, invocation requests are processed in parallel, i.e., the response
time of a task (category response time) equals the maximum response time of
invoked services (e.g., if services with response times 24 ms, 31 ms, and 26 ms
are invoked in parallel, the task is completed after 31 ms). The summation of
all maximum response times of invoked services in each
 category represents
P
the response time of the entire workflow, i.e., n
max
ti,j |xi,j = 1 . Followi=1
ing this deliberation, a service Si,j can execute up to capi,j service execution
requests at a given response time ti,j irrespective of the actual service usage by
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the intermediary. For the response time, this assumption reflects a worst-case
observation in order to be able to guarantee a certain QoS level. In terms of
costs, these assumptions imply a volume-oriented pricing model as discussed
in Section 4.2.1.
In order to verify if a chosen set of services fulfills the QoS requirements, the
non-functional parameters have to be aggregated in a two-step process (category level and workflow level aggregation), resulting in the calculation of pq .
Thus, for each non-functional parameter q in category i, an aggregated category parameter pi,q has to be computed as depicted in Equation 7.1, whereas
♦ is a placeholder for the specific operator (addition, multiplication, min-, or
max-operator) that has to be used in dependence of the non-functional parameter q and the aggregation level. The binary variable xi,j indicates whether the
considered service is selected or not.
mi
pi,q = ♦j=1
pi,j,q ∗ xi,j

(7.1)

The aggregation of the category parameters pi,q for all i results in the specific non-functional workflow parameter pq and can be calculated with Equation 7.2.
p q = ♦n
i=1 pi,q

(7.2)

In detail, the particular aggregation specifications on category level for the
operators are as follows:
• Additive operation: pi,q =

P mi

j=1 pi,j,q

• Multiplicative operation: pi,q =

∗ xi,j

Q mi

j=1 pi,j,q

∗ xi,j

i
• Minimum operation: pi,q = minm
j=1 pi,j,q ∗ xi,j
i
• Maximum operation: pi,q = maxm
j=1 pi,j,q ∗ xi,j

The overall aggregated value of the non-functional parameters can be computed on workflow level as follows:
• Additive operation: pq =

Pn

i=1 pi,q

• Multiplicative operation: pq =

Qn

i=1 pi,q

• Minimum operation: pq = minn
i=1 pi,q
• Maximum operation: pq = minn
i=1 pi,q
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Model 1 Optimization problem
Objective function:
MinF(~x) =

mi
n X
X

ci,j ∗ xi,j

(7.3)

i=1 j=1

Constraints:
mi
X

capi,j ∗ xi,j > W ∀i = 1, ..., n

(7.4)


max ti,j |xi,j = 1 6 τ

(7.5)

xi,j > 1 ∀i = 1, ..., n

(7.6)

j=1

n
X
i=1

mi
X
j=1

xi,j ∈ {0, 1}

7.3.2

(7.7)

Optimization Approach

The objective of the considered resource planning approach is the optimization
of a specific defined utility, i.e., in the considered scenario this can be costs,
response time, execution capacity, or a combination of those.
As it is the objective of the intermediary to minimize the overall service invocation costs, the optimized non-functional parameter in this consideration is
cost. The other non-functional parameters, as the response time and the execution capacity, have to cope with other constraints in the model. The developed
optimization problem is defined in Model 1, specified by Equation 7.3 to 7.7.
The indices and parameters used for the aggregation of parameter values and
the optimization approach are depicted in Table 4.
As described in the optimization problem, the costs accounted for the execution of each service Si,j are denoted as ci,j , whereas ti,j denotes its response
time and capi,j its specific execution capacity. In Equation 7.7 the binary variable xi,j is described, indicating whether the corresponding service Si,j is chosen in the respective composition or not.
The objective function, depicted in Equation 7.3, assures the selection of a
set of services at minimal overall costs. Equation 7.4 ensures that in all process
steps (i = 1, ..., n) a set of services is selected, that is able to handle all incoming
workflows execution requests W. This can either be achieved by choosing one
specific service with a potential execution capacity exceeding the amount of execution requests, i.e., capi,j > W or a set of services whose sum of processing
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Parameter / Index

Definition

i = 1, ..., n

Index for workflow step (category)

j = 1, ..., mi

Index for service candidates in category i

ti,j

Response time of service Si,j

capi,j

Execution capacity of service Si,j

ci,j

Costs for the invocation of service Si,j

τ>0

Response time restriction of the entire workflow

W>0

Amount of workflow execution requests (workload)
Table 4: Indices and parameters of the optimization problem

capacities exceeds the requested execution capacity, e.g., cap1,2 + cap1,5 > W.
As described in Section 7.6, the workflow predictor prioritizes the requests
into several classes with specific workflow execution deadlines. Furthermore,
specific user groups are allocated to specific classes, attributed with a specific
execution deadline τ. In order to guarantee workflow execution within τ time
units, a bottleneck consideration has to be applied considering the execution
capacity. The longest path through the workflow can be determined by considering the selected service with the maximum response time in each workflow
step. Summing up the maximum response times in each workflow step, the
overall resulting response time for passing all workload through the workflow is obtained. Equation 7.5 ensures, that the summation of all maximum
response times of the selected services in each category holds the deadline τ,
i.e., that the determined invocation plan meets a specific deadline τ.
After the description of the optimization approach, the next subsection focuses on the complexity of the presented problem.
7.3.3 Problem Complexity
Concerning the problem complexity, it can be stated, that if it is possible to
reduce the optimization problem described in Model 1 to the MMKP (NP-hard
[YL05]), the considered resource planning problem is NP-hard.
The MMKP is a derivative of the classical Knapsack Problem [MT87] in
which the selected items have additional dimensions and restrictions. The difference between the resource planning problem and the MMKP is the amount
of chosen items in each category. In the MMKP only one item per category
is selected, whereas in the developed optimization model in some categories
more than one item (service) has to be inserted into the knapsack (invocation
plan) in order to be able to serve all incoming workflow execution requests.
The following provides the reduction of the resource planning problem to
a MMKP and serves as a prove that the computational complexity of the analyzed resource planning problem is NP-hard.

7.4 heuristic solution – MSS.KOM

In order to reduce the resource planning problem to the MMKP, it is necessary to expand the potential items in each category i to its power set in order
to cover all possible service compositions. The QoS parameters as well as the
costs for the services have to be aggregated when combining services by creating the power set of the services in one category, i.e., all possible combinations
of services in one category. For the aggregation of the non-functional parameters and the costs, the specifications for the category level aggregation have to
be applied, i.e., for response time aggregation the maximum operator and for
costs and execution capacity the additive operator (see Section 7.3.1). Furthermore, Equation 7.6 has to be replaced by Equation 7.8, ensuring the selection
of one service per category i.
2 i
X
m

0
xi,j
= 1 ∀i = 1, ..., n

(7.8)

j=1

The power set P(S) of a set S is defined as the set of all subsets of S. Assuming a category i containing a finite set S of services with a cardinality |mi |,
the power set of S has a cardinality of |2mi |. With the help of this reduction,
the resource planning problem is proven to be NP-hard. The resource planning problem is a binary integer linear programming problem, as a special
case of integer linear programming problems, where the discrete unknown
variables are restricted to be 0 or 1. Because of discrete unknown variables,
existing efficient algorithms in the field of linear programming (such as the
simplex algorithm) cannot be applied in this case. For integer linear programming problems sophisticated search algorithms based on Branch & Bound, the
cutting-plane method, or combinations of those are state of the art [KS04b].
However, these approaches cannot be applied for time-critical resource planning of service-based workflows due to an exponential increase in computation time, increasing with larger problem sizes and a growing complexity of
restriction structures. Thus, heuristics are developed in order to solve these
problems at short computation times and high solution qualities as discussed
in the next sections.
7.4

heuristic solution – MSS.KOM

This section introduces and describes the developed heuristic for the resource
planning approach of service-based workflows. Concerning the high computation time of exact solutions, it is advantageous to determine feasible solutions
with a high solution quality instead of optimal solutions for NP-hard problems. For this purpose, heuristics can be developed [DD98]. In contrast to the
loss in solution quality by using a heuristic, the short computation time in contrast to exact solutions represents the most important advantage of heuristics.
The solution quality of the heuristic is dependent on the properties and the
procedure of the heuristic and the samples of the input data.
Due to the problem complexity (NP-hard) it is difficult to find an exact
solution for the problem depicted in Section 7.2. Especially, with increasing
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problem size (number of process steps and number of service candidates) and
increasing complexity of restriction structure, it is not possible to find an exact
solution that meets time-critical requirements. Furthermore, exponential computational complexity can be assumed for this problem in the worst-case.
Thus, a heuristic has been developed achieving a high computational performance and revealing a high solution quality. This heuristic, referred to as
MSS.KOM, comprises three steps for solving the resource planning problem.
The steps are as follows:
1. Valid solution: Determination of a feasible solution that meets constraint
requirements.
2. Priority list: Sorting all service candidates in a priority list with a metric,
measuring the relative utility to the non-functional properties.
3. Replacing algorithm: Approximation of a near-optimal feasible solution
by a semi-random replacing algorithm.
The following sections describe the steps of the heuristic in detail.
7.4.1 Valid Solution
The developed heuristic aims at the determination of an invocation plan with
near-optimal characteristics considering the objective function. This can be
done by starting from a valid solution with the help of an iterative solution
enhancement approach. A valid solution implies that primarily those service
candidates are chosen for each category that provide the specific functionality and that meet the non-functional constraint requirements (see Equation 7.4
and 7.5). Thus, aggregate non-functional parameters have to be determined
and compared with the constraints (response time and execution capacity).
In the system model in Section 7.2, we assume, the higher the execution capacity of a service, the higher the costs, and the higher the response time of
a service, the lower the costs. Thus, it is supposed to be beneficial to prefer
those service candidates with least consumption of resources in each category.
Resource in this context is the response time which is constrained by a maximum overall response time τ.
In the first step of the heuristic, MSS.KOM prefers the selection of services
with a low response time ti,j as depicted in Algorithm 2. Furthermore, we assume that the sum of service execution capacities per service category exceeds
the workload. A valid solution beginning with an empty invocation plan (InvP)
is created as follows:
1. Sort all services in each category i (catresp _listi []) in an ascending order
regarding the response time starting with Si,α0 whichis the service with
the smallest response time in category i (ti,α0 = min ti,j |j = 1, ..., mi ).
2. Select stepwise the services for each category out of the sorted lists starting with service Si,α0 (Si,j ∈ InvP ⇔ xi,j = 1) until capi > W.

7.4 heuristic solution – MSS.KOM

Algorithm 2 CREATE InvP
Require: W, τ
Output: catresp _listi [], InvP
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

InvP = {}
Si,j ∈ InvP → xi,j = 1
for all i = 1, ..., n do
for all j = 1, ..., mi do
catresp _listi [] ← Si,j
end for
end for
for all i = 1, ..., n do
sort catresp _listi [] ascending concerning ti,j
k=0
capi = 0
while capi < W ∧ k < mi do
InvP = InvP ∪ 
Si,j at catresp _listi [k]
P
t= n
max
ti,j |xi,j = 1
i=1
P mi
capi = j=1 capi,j ∗ xi,j
if t > τ then
return − 1
end if
k++
end while
end for
3. Proceed with step 2 until services for all categories are chosen and check
whether Equation 7.5 is still met. If the constraints are met, the selected
services in InvP represent a valid initial solution.

The results of step 1 are sorted lists (catresp _listi []) in which services are
sorted in an ascending order concerning their response time values, i.e., ti,αk 6
ti,αk+1 ∀k = 0, ..., (mi − 1). If step 3 concludes that the constraint 7.5 is not met,
there exists no feasible solution for the considered resource planning problem.
Remembering, the considered non-functional parameters follow either an
additive or a min-operator on workflow level. On workflow level the execution capacity follows a min-operator. This constraint can be checked locally in
each category i. The response time on the other hand follows on the workflow
level an additive operator. The response time for each category ti is determined by the maximum response time of the chosen services in the category.
Choosing services from each category with ascending response times until
the demanded execution capacity is reached, leads to the response time minimal selection of services for a specific workload W (at high costs that can be
minimized further). There exists no other set of services that has a smaller response time – this facilitates that both constraints, i.e., 7.4 and 7.5, are met, if a
feasible solution exists. In case that due to this selection procedure one of the
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constraints is violated, no feasible solution exists.
Adding more constraints and including more non-functional parameters to
the optimization problem complicates the process of finding a valid initial solution, because if more than one parameter follows an additive operator on
workflow level, this approach cannot guarantee to find a feasible initial solution. With the help of relaxations and a focus on the costs (including sorted
lists by the costs of services) it may be possible to find a valid solution. Although, considering the analyzed optimization problem a valid initial solution
can be found with the help of this approach.
7.4.2 Priority List
After the determination of an initial valid solution, step 2 provides an approach for a sorted priority list in which the services are listed with a help of
a metric, measuring the relative utility to the non-functional properties of the
services. As it is the objective, outgoing from a feasible solution, to reduce the
overall costs for service invocation, the constraint space in accordance to the
response time constraint has to be exhausted further. Therefore, a priority list
is developed sorting the services in a way that preferably those services are
selected that promise the most utility at least consumption of resources, i.e.,
the services have to be sorted with respect to their cost-effectiveness.
Thus, a metric si,j for the cost-effectiveness measuring the resource consumption and the costs of service invocation in terms of the resources (constraints in the optimization model) is defined. The resource consumption in
this case is denoted by RCi,j and measures to which extent the selected service
"uses" a limited resource (corresponding to the response time in the considered model). The smaller the value of si,j the higher is the cost-effectiveness
of the selected service. The developed metric si,j leads to ci,j ∗ RCi,j , as lower
costs and lower resource consumption is beneficial for the selection of a service in order to maximize the utility of the objective function (here minimize
the costs) and to hold the constraints.
The measure for the resource consumption RCi,j can only be used for the response time due to the fact that a lower response time increases the utility. Concerning the execution capacity, another approach has to be followed because
a higher execution capacity increases the overall utility and cost-effectiveness
of a service. Therefore, the measure si,j has to be refined and divided by the
relative offered execution capacity of the specific service candidate (execution
capacity offered by the service capi,j at the ratio to the demanded workload
W). This can be explained by less offered service execution capacity implies
less overall utility in terms of service invocation, because a small offered execution capacity implies to invoke other services (at specific costs) in order to
meet the demanded constraint requirement (Equation 7.4).

7.4 heuristic solution – MSS.KOM

Algorithm 3 Creation of global_list[] and cat_listi []
Require: ci,j , ti,j , capi,j , W
Output: global_list[], cat_listi []
for all i = 1, ..., n do
2:
for all j = 1, ..., mi do
ci,j ∗ti,j
3:
si,j =
capi,j

1:

min 1,

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

W

global_list[] ← si,j
cat_listi [] ← si,j
end for
end for
sort global_list[] ascending
for all i = 1, ..., n do
sort cat_listi [] ascending
end for

Furthermore, it will not be beneficial to invoke a service with a higher execution capacity as the demanded workload, because any execution capacity
exceeding the demanded workload will not provide additional utility. Thus,
cap
the metric si,j will be divided by min 1, Wi,j ensuring that a higher execution capacity capi,j than the demanded workload W will not unnecessarily
increase the utility of a service. This leads to a refined metric for si,j where
RCi,j =t
ˆ i,j :

si,j =

ci,j ∗ RCi,j
 cap
min 1, Wi,j

=

ci,j ∗ ti,j
 cap
min 1, Wi,j

(7.9)

Equation 7.9 describes the cost-effectiveness of a service candidate Si,j represented by si,j . Following this deliberation a smaller value of si,j represents a
higher cost-effectiveness. Thus, sorted lists arrange the services in an ascending order starting with the service Si,j with the smallest value si,j , i.e., the
smaller a value si,j , the higher is its priority and its capability for a solution
improvement.
The idea is to consecutively exchange the services, selected in the initial
valid solution InvP, in order to achieve a smaller value for the objective function 7.3. This global priority list, listing all service candidates in ascending
P
order, is denoted as global_list[] and has a length of n
i=1 mi . The replacement of chosen services by services from the global_list[] is accomplished
by removing all previously selected services in category i and replacing them
with services from the global priority list. As a single replacement of a service
in one category does not necessarily satisfy the constraint requirements of the
workload, further services for this specific category have to be assigned to this
category and therefore to InvP. Besides the global_list[], it is necessary to create a further list for each category in order to be able to select a service with
a high cost-effectiveness. Thus, by creating the global_list[], services will also
be arranged in category lists for each category i, referred to as cat_listi []. The
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Figure 26: Processing of ordered priority list

creation of those lists is described in Algorithm 3. By creating cat_listi [] it has
to be noted that these lists change dynamically with the progress of service replacement. This occurs, because of placing a service Si,j into a process step i of
the invocation plan reduces the remaining required execution capacity resulting from Equation 7.4 by capi,j . Hence, the priority of the remaining services
in cat_listi [] has to be recalculated with the help of the category list metric
cli,j incorporating the remaining workload demand.

cli,j =

ci,j ∗ ti,j

(7.10)

capi,j
j=1 capi,j ∗xi,j

min 1, W−Pmi

MSS.KOM automatically creates and recalculates the category lists cat_listi []
at relatively small additional storage requirements. The sorting operations in
this heuristic for global_list[] and cat_listi [] are implemented with a Quicksort algorithm.
7.4.3 Replacing Algorithm
In the third step of the developed heuristic MSS.KOM, a developed semistochastic replacing algorithm is applied to the sorted lists global_list[] and
cat_listi []. This algorithm consecutively passes through all items (services) in
the global_list[] and replaces services from the InvP as presented in Figure
26. With each chosen item in the list, the solution’s utility can be increased by
saving costs and offering a high execution capacity of the services.
Assuming an initial valid solution, InvP is primarily attributed with a specific utility U representing a measure concerning the objective function. Starting with the selection of the first service candidate Si,j in global_list[] (service
with the highest priority, i.e., lowest si,j (at global_list[0])), this service will be
added to category i as explained in Section 7.4.2 by removing all services of

7.4 heuristic solution – MSS.KOM

Algorithm 4 Replacement
Require: InvP, U, global_list[], cat_listi []
Output: InvPh , Uh
Pn
1: for all k = 0, k <
i=1 mi , k++ do
k
2:
Si,j = Si,j at global_list[k]
3:
InvP 0 = InvP | all xi,j = 0 in category i of selected Sk
i,j
4:
InvP 00 = InvP 0 ∪ Sk
Pmi,j
i
5:
cap = minn
capi,j ∗ xi,j
Pn i=1  j=1
6:
t = i=1 max ti,j |xi,j = 1
7:
FILL cat_listi [] at Sk
i,j
8:
if U 00 > U ∧ cap > W ∧ t 6 τ then
9:
set InvP = InvP 00 ∧ U = U 00
10:
else
0
11:
select random Sp
i,j at global_list[p], p = k − δ, δ ∈ 1, ..., k | i at
p
Si,j 6= i at Sk
i,j
12:
InvPi 0 = InvP | all xi,j = 0 in category i of selected Sk
i,j and in
p
0
category i of selected Si,j
P mi
13:
cap = minn
i=1  j=1 capi,j ∗ xi,j
P
14:
t= n
i=1 max ti,j |xi,j = 1
15:
FILL cat_listi [] at Sk
i,j
16:
FILL cat_listi [] at Sp
i,j
17:
if Ui 0 > U ∧ cap > W ∧ t 6 τ then
18:
set InvP = InvPi 0 ∧ U = Ui 0
19:
end if
20:
end if
21: end for
22: InvPh = InvP ∧ Uh = U
this category that have been selected before in InvP, resulting in InvP 00 . If the
demanded workflow execution capacity is not reached, further services out of
cat_listi [], sorted by the measure cli,j in ascending order are integrated until
constraint 7.4 is met. This yields to a new subset of services chosen for category i, satisfying the required workload demand resulting in a new invocation
plan InvP 00 . If the resulting utility is larger than the previous one (U 00 >U) and
the response time constraint 7.5 is not violated, the new invocation plan InvP
is set to InvP 00 .
Besides satisfying the constraint requirements and achieving a higher utility, the new invocation plan InvP 00 may also induce constraint violations or
achieve a lower utility. Under these circumstances InvP 00 will be refused and
the heuristic could proceed with the next item in the priority list (global_list[1]).
This approach could induce local optima that have to be avoided if possible.
Therefore, MSS.KOM facilitates the revision of previously made decisions as
described in the following.
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Algorithm 5 FILL cat_listi []
Require: InvPcurrent , W, τ, i
Output: InvP 00
for all l = 0, cap < W ∧ t 6 τ, l++ do
2:
InvP 00 = InvPcurrent
ci,j ∗ti,j
 for the specific category ascending

3:
sort cli,j =
1:

min 1,

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

capi,j
Pmi
W−
capi,j ∗xi,j
j=1

select Sli,j at cat_listi [l]
InvP 00 = InvP 00 ∪ Sli,j
P mi
cap = minn
capi,j ∗ xi,j
Pn i=1  j=1
t = i=1 max ti,j |xi,j = 1
if t > τ then
InvP 00 = InvP 00 \Sli,j
end if
end for

Assuming a service item Si,j in global_list[x] from category i and the added
services of this category (until the execution capacity constraint is met) cannot be inserted to a new InvP 00 due to constraint violations or a smaller utility U 00 , the algorithm selects a random item (service candidate) at position
x − δ(δ ∈ 1, ..., x) in global_list[], i.e., at global_list[x − δ]. This item has
a higher priority and has already been considered for replacement. Furthermore, as a precondition this service has to belong to another category than i,
i.e., i 0 6= i. In the next step at category i 0 of InvP all selected services have to
be removed, resulting in additional space concerning the constraint equations
(creation of InvPi 0 ). By achieving additional space, the heuristic tries to insert
the service at global_list[x] in category i and fills the category with additional
services out of cat_listi [], sorted by cli,j in ascending order. If this is not possible (i.e., the constraints are violated or the utility is not further increased),
all changes will be discarded and the heuristic will proceed with the replacement approach at global_list[x + 1]. In case the clearance of services in category i 0 and the resulting replacement of services in category i performs, category i 0 has to be filled with services from category i 0 . Assuming the replaced
service at global_list[x − δ] is at position y in its category list cat_listi 0 [],
MSS.KOM selects the services in ascending order out of cat_listi 0 [] beginning
at cat_listi 0 [0] and tries to fill up category i 0 . If the created invocation plan
InvPi 0 leads to an increased utility and does not violate any constraint, then
InvP = InvPi 0 .
The third step of the heuristic, the replacement approach, is formulated in
Algorithm 4 using Algorithm 5. The heuristic finally determines an invocation
plan InvPh offering the best subset of services providing a specific utility Uh .
Before a detailed evaluation of the developed heuristic MSS.KOM is described
in Chapter 8, the next section presents the developed single service selection
heuristic 3S.KOM which is developed in order to achieve comparability to
state of the art research.

7.5 single service selection heuristic – 3S.KOM

7.5

single service selection heuristic – 3S.KOM

As mentioned in Section 7.1 also other approaches for solving service selection
problems exist. As a comparison, existing heuristic solutions, adapted to the
resource planning problem, are used in the following. In detail, the heuristics
H1_RELAX_IP and H2_SWAP are chosen, because of the knowledge about the
operating mode and the detailed parameter influencing the performance of the
heuristic [Ber08].
In order to compare the developed heuristic MSS.KOM with an existing
heuristic, an adapted heuristic solution has been developed: 3S.KOM. This
heuristic uses the existing heuristic solutions H1_RELAX_IP and H2_SWAP
and adapts these to the considered resource planning approach presented in
Model 1 on page 73 with the difference that in Equation 7.6 only one service
per category can be selected. Thus, Equation 7.6 has to be replaced by Equation 7.11. Furthermore, in order to facilitate the handling of multiple service
selections in each category i, 3S.KOM prepares the input data before applying
H1_RELAX_IP and H2_SWAP.
2 i
X
m

0
xi,j
= 1 ∀i = 1, . . . , n

(7.11)

j=1

As in the resource planning problem multiple services per category can be
selected, it is needed to build up aggregated services out of the services mi in
each category. In order to create all possible service combinations in one category, the power set P(S) of alternative services is determined. After building
the power set, each category contains 2mi service candidates that is taken into
account in Equation 7.11 and has to be adapted in Equations 7.3 and 7.4. The
considered non-functional parameters of the services such as response time,
execution capacity, and costs have to be aggregated with the help of the mathematical operators for the category level aggregation as described in Section
7.3.1. The aggregated services have to be listed in a new composed category
list comp_cat_listi [] containing 2mi aggregated services. The non-functional
0 ,
aggregated parameter values of the aggregated services are represented as ti,j
0 , and cap 0 , whereas j ranges from 1 to 2mi in each category.
ci,j
i,j
After this transformation, the problem is reduced to a Multi-choice Multidimensional Knapsack Problem and can be solved with existing heuristics.
Due to the large computation time of those problems, it is beneficial to reduce
the number of services per category further, taking into account that a large
reduction may induce worse values of the objective function. Thus, the number of service candidates in comp_cat_listi [] is reduced with the help of the
following algorithm in each category during the aggregation phase:
1. Check whether the aggregated service fulfills the capacity constraint, i.e.,
0 > W. If this is not the case, do not insert S 0 in
check whether capi,j
i,j
comp_cat_listi [].
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2. Check whether the aggregated service has lower costs or takes less time
than the aggregated service with the lowest costs so far, if not, do not
0 in comp_cat_list [].
insert Si,j
i
3. Check whether the aggregated service has lower costs or takes less time
than the aggregated service with the lowest time so far, if not, do not
0 in comp_cat_list [].
insert Si,j
i
After this aggregation, the search space can be further reduced by applying
the following algorithm:
0 .
1. Sort comp_cat_listi [] in ascending order concerning the costs ci,j

2. Remove all services that have a higher or the same response time at a
higher or the same cost level than any other service in category i, i.e.,
0 > t 0 ∧ c 0 > c 0 for k 6= j.
remove a service if ti,j
i,k
i,j
i,k
This algorithm reduces the search space further in order to increase the
performance of the applied heuristics. The number of services in each category after the transformation in Equation 7.3 and 7.11 can be replaced by
mi0 , whereas mi0 6 mi . Because of considering the characteristics of the aggregated values during the aggregation process, the following argumentation
for mi0 6 mi holds. As the response time is aggregated by a maximum operator on category level, after the creation of the power set only m different
response time values exist in the set of services. Since costs follow an additive
operator, the services with the same response time value solely differ in their
costs. The service with the minimum cost value dominates the other services,
leading to a deletion of the remaining services with identical response times.
This proves, that the number of services after the reduction mi0 is smaller than
mi . As all aggregated services have to fulfill the capacity constraint, also less
than mi response time values can exist leading to a further decrease of mi0 . In
addition, the application of step 1 in the aggregation phase further reduces the
complexity of the optimization problem. Equation 7.4 is not needed any more
and can be deleted. In order to adapt the overall response time constraint to
the transformation and reduction process, Equation 7.5 has to be replaced by
Equation 7.12.
n
X
 0 0
ti,j |xi,j = 1 6 τ

(7.12)

i=1

After the search space is further reduced, the following heuristic solutions
are applied on the resulting set of services [Ber08]:
1. Apply H1_RELAX_IP, i.e., solve the relaxed problem (integer variables
are reduced to real variables) with lp-solve1 (simplex algorithm) and determine a feasible solution with the help of a backtracking solution.
1 http://lpsolve.sourceforge.net/5.5/, Version 5.5.0.13

7.6 workflow performance extension – WPX.KOM

2. Apply H2_SWAP, i.e., swap services randomly in the solution with other
services and try to improve the solution quality, i.e., the objective function.
As this heuristic solution can also be used for solving the resource planning
problem, Chapter 8 provides a comparative analysis of this heuristic solution
with MSS.KOM. After the description of the heuristic solutions for solving the
resource planning problem of service-based workflows, the following section
introduces a suggested generic architectural extension for QoS management
systems for service-based workflows.
7.6

workflow performance extension – W P X.KOM

This section provides an overview on a suggested generic architectural Workflow Performance eXtension – W P X.KOM for QoS management systems for
service-based workflows. In particular, W P X.KOM is introduced in order to
extend the developed proxy architecture W SQoSX.KOM [Ber08], [Eck08].
This proxy architecture is an architecture for managing arbitrary Web service
workflows that is able to compose workflows from multiple services while considering multiple QoS demands, such as response time or costs. The modular
architecture consists of several components such as an Accounting, QoS Monitoring, and SLA Management component. From a QoS perspective, the most
important component in this architecture is the service selection component.
These architectures do not consider multiple parallel workflow execution requests and parallel service invocations.
The presented resource planning approach aims at the determination of invocation plans with a high solution quality for a large amount of workflow
execution requests and the associated problem of limited service execution capacities. The question is which components are necessary to handle a large
amount of incoming requests from different priority classes with several QoS
requirements. To overcome these challenges, W P X.KOM is suggested in this
context. The architectural extension W P X.KOM addresses the resource planning problem described in the previous sections, facilitating the realization
of the resource planning approach in such an architecture. W P X.KOM enhances the architecture with two mandatory components in such a scenario:
the resource planner and the workload predictor component (see Figure 27).
The workload predictor monitors incoming workflow execution requests
and forecasts future workloads with the help of historic data or user behavior.
The resource planner checks whether the execution capacity of any service is
reached, replaces services by other services, and specifies which services have
to be invoked in parallel in order to be able to serve all incoming requests.
Thus, the resource planner has to create near-optimal service invocation plans
with the help of the developed heuristics MSS.KOM and/or 3S.KOM. In detail, the tasks of the two architectural components in WPX.KOM are:
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Figure 27: Workflow Performance eXtension – WPX.KOM

Workload Predictor:
• Monitoring of incoming workflow execution requests
• Quantitative forecasting
• Request Prioritization
Resource Planner:
• Checking of service execution capacity
• Replacing of services or determination of parallel service invocations
• Solving the resource planning problem with the developed heuristic solutions
The resource planner receives its information from the workload predictor
and has to communicate with the accounting, the selection, and the QoS monitoring component. For resource planning purposes it is mandatory to have
an efficient workload prediction due to the fact that the resource planning approach can only be efficient if the amount of incoming workflow execution
requests is well predicted. For resource selection, the resource planner has to
gather information about costs and QoS properties of invoked services to build
up an efficient invocation plan for the next planning period. In this component,
the developed heuristics can be implemented in order to realize an efficient solution for the resource planning problem of service-based workflows.
7.7

summary

This chapter describes the resource planning approach and develops an optimization model for solving the addressed resource planning problem for an

7.7 summary

intermediary in order to provide a high level of QoS to his customers. This approach is described by giving an overview on related work and a detailed description of the system model including several assumptions. Furthermore, the
resource planning problem is discussed in detail, providing methods for the
non-functional service property aggregation as well as the formulation of the
optimization problem. Based on the NP-hard complexity of this optimization
problem, an efficient heuristic MSS.KOM is developed that is able to create
invocation plans with multiple parallel service invocations taking into account
several QoS parameters and costs. In addition, a single service selection heuristic 3S.KOM is developed that reduces the solution space of the optimization
problem to a minimum and applies existing solution approaches from the operations research to the optimization problem. Furthermore, an architectural
Workflow Performance eXtension – WPX.KOM for QoS management systems
for service-based workflows is proposed, facilitating the realization and implementation of the developed solution strategies for the resource planning of
service-based workflows.
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E VA L U AT I O N

After a detailed description of the proposed heuristic solution in Section 7.4,
this chapter provides a detailed evaluation of MSS.KOM. The results of the
developed heuristic MSS.KOM are compared to an exact solution (integer
programming approach) and to the single service selection heuristic 3S.KOM.
Especially the computation time and the solution quality are analyzed with respect to influencing factors. All experiments were run on an Intel Core 2 Duo
(1.86 GHz) system with 2 GB of RAM, running Windows XP. The evaluation is
conducted regarding the following influencing factors:
• Strength of resource constraints (overall response time τ and workload
W).
• Problem size (number of process steps n and number of service candidates per process step mi ).
• QoS-CoS correlation of the services of the test cases.
The evaluation starts with the description of the setup and an investigation
of the developed heuristic MSS.KOM. In detail, the analysis investigates the
influence of the QoS-CoS correlation of the test cases (Section 8.2), the influence
of the restriction strength (Section 8.3), and the influence of the problem size
on the computation time and on the solution quality of MSS.KOM in contrast
to the exact solution (Section 8.4). In addition, the heuristics MSS.KOM and
3S.KOM are analyzed and compared regarding the computation time and the
solution quality (Section 8.5).
8.1

setup

As the current service market is not yet developed, the evaluation cannot be
based on real test data. Instead, for evaluation purposes a large variety of
test cases representing the attributes of the services such as response time
and execution capacity are created. As there is a need for realistic bounds for
the constraints of the optimization model, i.e., the overall response time and
the workload (number of workflow execution requests), restriction strengths
are considered measuring the constraint restriction in dependence of the test
cases. Thus, the overall response time τ and the workload W are arbitrary set
to several values investigating the influence of the response time or workload
value on the performance of the developed heuristics.
Thus, a variety of test cases has been generated in order to realize a significant evaluation. These test cases have been used for solving the described
resource planning problem in its entirety. Each of the generated services in the
test cases is attributed with the following parameters:
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• Costs (charged via a volume-oriented pricing model, cent per service
execution capacity).
• Response time (ms).
• Service execution capacity (number of possible service invocations).
For the data generation and the optimization approach a prototype has been
developed. This software is based on the Java JDK version 1.6.0.06. For the
determination of an exact solution for the optimization approach the mixed
integer linear programming solver lp-solve in Version 5.5.0.131 is used that applies the simplex algorithm for linear programming problems and the Branch
& Bound method for integer linear programming problems. The data generator allows the creation of test cases as depicted in Figure 42 in the appendix
on page 129. All test cases can be specified by determining the correlation between the parameters, the stochastic components, the variation of parameters
as well as the operators on workflow and on category level that have to be
used for QoS parameter aggregation. Furthermore, the number of test cases,
the number of workflow steps, and the number of service candidates per category can be adjusted as shown in Figure 43 in the appendix on page 130.
As Section 7.4 describes the heuristic with the help of a utility value U, it
is the objective to minimize the overall service invocation costs, i.e., the desired utility maximization equals overall cost minimization. In this consideration, the costs of a service measure the utility of a certain invocation plan.
Furthermore, several providers offer services at several cost levels, trying to
reflect qualitative characteristics. As mentioned previously, the remaining nonfunctional characteristics are correlated to the cost parameter. The response
time is negatively correlated, as a shorter response time is more expensive
than a higher response time of a service. The service execution capacity is
positive correlated to the costs, as a provider will charge more if the offered
service execution capacity is higher.
The cost parameter, reflecting the inverse utility of a service, is generated by
a uniform distributed random variable within a specific interval and a certain
mean value. The interval in which the costs for the services are generated is
[40; 160] with a mean value of 40+160
= 100. A service offers a certain amount
2
of service invocations capi,j and 100 cents are charged on average, independent of the real usage of the service up to capi,j .
As it cannot be assumed that the relation between costs and response time
or costs and service execution capacity is strong linear, a stochastic component
in test case generation is included. Both the random variables for response
time and for service execution capacity are defined as Pz = (a ∗ Pcost + b) ∗
SPz . A linear correlation is assumed with a stochastic parameter SPz representing a uniformly distributed random variable within the interval SPz ∈
1 http://lpsolve.sourceforge.net/5.5/

8.1 setup

[1 − xz ; 1 + xz ]. The value xz , as a real number between 0 and 1, can be adjusted in test case generation. This influences and determines the correlation
of the QoS parameters with the cost parameter influencing the values for response time and execution capacity. The induced stochastic variation of Pz by
the random variable SPz can be adjusted by increasing or decreasing the value
of xz .
The following uniformly distributed random variables are defined for test
case generation:
1. Pcost ∈ [40; 160]
2. Presp = (−3.3 ∗ Pcost + 833.3) ∗ SPresp
⇒ Presp ∈ [(1 − xresp )300; 700(1 + xresp )]
3. Pcap = (3.3 ∗ Pcost + 166.6) ∗ SPcap
⇒ Pcap ∈ [(1 − xcap )300; 700(1 + xcap )]
As depicted above, the mean value for the costs is 100 cent/service usage
up to capi,j . The mean value of the execution capacity is 500 requests within
a mean response time of 500 ms for all requests up to 500 service invocations.
The cost parameter varies about 60% around the mean value of 100 up and
down. The assumed linear correlations between response time and costs and
service execution capacity and costs have a variation about 40% around the
mean value of response time and service execution capacity. Solely the algebraic sign whether it is positive or negative denotes a positive or a negative
correlation. As a stochastic variation has been preferred, this correlation is
refined by a stochastic argument SPresp (SPcap ) which is adjusted by the parameter xresp (xcap ). By setting xresp , respectively xcap to a specific value,
the QoS-CoS correlation of the generated parameters can be adjusted. This is
used in Section 8.2 for generating several test cases with varying correlations
between costs and the other non-functional parameters in order to analyze
whether the QoS-CoS correlation has an impact on the solution quality or on
the computation time of the heuristic.
For the QoS-CoS correlation, the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient rx,y is introduced as a dimensionless measure for the degree of a linear
correlation between two test series [BBK08]. It indicates the strength and the
direction of a correlation with a value, ranging from −1 to 1. In case rx,y = 1,
a full positive linear relation between the test series x and y and in case of
rx,y = −1 a full negative linear relation can be assumed. In case rx,y = 0, it can
be assumed that there exists no linear relation between two test series x and
y, although other non-linear relations may exist. As a linear relation between
the costs ci,j and the non-functional characteristics ti,j and capi,j in the test
cases is assumed and also considered in the development of MSS.KOM, the
correlation coefficient rx,y is a well-suited measure for the QoS-CoS correlation
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of the test cases. The correlation coefficient rx,y with a series of n observations
is defined in Equation 8.1.
Pn

− x)(yi − y)
Pn
2
2
i=1 (yi − y)
i=1 (xi − x) ∗

rx,y = pPn

i=1 (xi

(8.1)

With the help of rx,y the correlation between ci,j and ti,j and the correlation
between ci,j and capi,j can be calculated. As the correlation between cost and
response time is negative and the correlation between cost and execution capacity is positive, the aggregated correlation rQoS,CoS only incorporates the
absolute values of rcap,cost and rresp,cost . The aggregated mean correlation
rQoS,CoS for the QoS-CoS correlation is calculated by:

rQoS,CoS =

|rcap,cost | + |rresp,cost |
2

(8.2)

The aggregated QoS-CoS correlation coefficient rQoS,CoS , varying by setting
xz , ranges from 0 to 1 and will be further indicated in %.
Besides focusing on the effects of varying QoS-CoS correlations of the test
cases on the solution quality and on the computation time, the effects of the
restriction strength are analyzed. Concerning the optimization approach depicted in Section 7.3.2, the larger the value W the more restrictive is the execution capacity restriction of constraint 7.4, as more services have to be invoked
in parallel in order to serve all workflow execution requests. The smaller the
parameter τ the more restrictive is the response time restriction of constraint
7.5. Thus, the restriction strength is further described as the ratio between the
constraint restriction (W respectively τ) and the mean value of the considered
non-functional parameter of the workflow (w respectively t). The mean value
for the workflow’s execution capacity w is defined as:
1 X Xi
w=
capi,j
n
n

m

(8.3)

i=1 j=1

The mean value for the workflow’s response time t results to:

t=

m
n
X
1 Xi
ti,j
mi
i=1

(8.4)

j=1

This leads to a restriction strength for the execution capacity of Wres = W
w
and for the response time to τres = τt . By varying those parameters, the impact
of the restriction strength on the heuristics and the exact solution in terms of
computation time and solution quality can be evaluated. The larger Wres the
higher is the execution capacity restriction strength and the smaller τres the
higher is the response time restriction strength.

8.1 setup

In order to investigate the impact of the QoS-CoS correlation, the restriction
strength, and the problem size on the solution quality and on the computation
time, a measure for the solution quality is defined. By solving the resource
planning problem with lp-solve and the heuristics MSS.KOM and 3S.KOM,
several objective values F of the objective functions are achieved. As the optimization follows a minimization of the value of the objective function, the
relative solution quality Frel is defined by the ratio between the objective value
of the solver Flp and the objective value of the considered heuristic Fh . This
measure Frel ranges from 0 to 1 and yields to:

Frel =

Flp
Fh

(8.5)

As the solution quality is described in %, the further sections describe the
computation times as absolute values for the solution with the solver and the
heuristics.
After the definition of the restriction strength, the solution quality, the computation time, and the description of the QoS-CoS correlation, the following
sections discuss the evaluation results in detail. The evaluation in Section 8.2
is based on 16 different problem sizes, i.e., a varying number of process steps
i and varying number of service candidates mi whereas the test cases always
reveal the same number of service candidates in each category i, i.e., mi = m.
The following problem sizes n|m with n as the number of process steps and m
as the number of service candidates per process step have been generated: 4|4,
4|6, 4|8, 4|10, 6|4, 6|6, 6|8, 6|10, 8|4, ... , 8|10, 10|4, ... , 10|10. For each problem size,
varying test cases concerning the QoS-Cos correlation have been generated by
setting the value of xz . Thus, 10 test sets with 25 test cases each have been generated using the introduced random variables Pcost , Presp , and Pcap . Starting
with xz = 0.1, the value is subsequently incremented by 0.1 up to xz = 1. As
the test cases are created with uniform distributed random variables, setting
the value of xz = 0.1 does not necessarily imply a QoS-CoS correlation of 10%,
instead the QoS-CoS correlation has to be measured with the Pearson productmoment correlation coefficient rQoS,CoS for each created test case. Summing
up, 4000 (16 ∗ 10 ∗ 25) test cases have been generated and analyzed within this
evaluation. All test cases are solved with the developed heuristics MSS.KOM
and the exact solver lp-solve.
The evaluation starts with the analysis of the impact of the QoS-CoS correlation. This should help to decide which QoS-CoS correlation has to be set in
order to analyze the impact of the restriction strength on the solution quality
and on the computation time in order to analyze representative test cases. Section 8.2, 8.3, and 8.4 focus on the analysis of MSS.KOM whereas Section 8.5
compares the two heuristic solutions MSS.KOM and 3S.KOM.
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Figure 28: MSS.KOM – QoS-CoS correlation vs. solution quality n = 6, m = 6

8.2

impact of qos-cos correlation

This section focuses on the analysis of the impact of the QoS-CoS correlation
of the test cases on the solution quality and on the computation time. Thus,
several test cases with varying QoS-CoS correlations are generated by adjusting the value xz .
The analysis starts with an investigation of the impact on the solution quality. For this purpose, all test cases have been solved with lp-solve and with
MSS.KOM. Thus, 25 test cases for each value of xz (10 values) have been generated for each problem size. As it might not be possible to solve the optimization problem with high restriction strengths, several restriction strengths have
been analyzed regarding the tradeoff between restriction strength and the feasibility to solve the optimization problem in a maintainable computation time.
Thus, for analyzing the QoS-CoS correlation, the restriction strengths are set to
90% of the mean value of the workflow’s response time and to 25% of the mean
value of the workflow’s execution capacity, i.e., τres = 0.90 and Wres = 0.25.
Exemplarily for this analysis the problem sizes 6|6, 6|8, 6|10 are depicted in
Figure 28, 29, and 30. In these figures, presenting the solution qualities, boxplots are used to describe the dispersion of the achieved solution qualities of
the solved test cases. In detail, a boxplot presents the smallest observation
(sample minimum), the lower quartile, the median, the upper quartile, and the
largest observation (sample maximum).
As can be seen in these figures, although there are some outliers and there is
no strict convergence from small correlation to high correlation, in an average
consideration the heuristic shows better solution qualities for high QoS-CoS
correlations. This effect occurs because in the creation of the measure for the
cost-effectiveness si,j a correlation between QoS properties and the costs was
assumed and the measure was developed for this purpose in order to cover
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Figure 29: MSS.KOM – QoS-CoS correlation vs. solution quality n = 6, m = 8
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Figure 30: MSS.KOM – QoS-CoS correlation vs. solution quality n = 6, m = 10

this type of correlation. Even if the correlation between the QoS parameters
and the costs is not high (rQoS,CoS = 31.34%) as shown in Figure 29, the
heuristic shows an average solution quality of 93.43%.
The QoS-CoS correlations in Figure 28, 29, and 30 are not always the same as
they are based on several generated test cases. Besides the problem size with
n = 6, selected results of problem sizes with n = 8 and n = 10 are described
in Figure 44 and 45 in the appendix on page 131 and 132. However, Figure 28,
29, and 30 can representatively serve as an example for the observations of the
test cases. The main findings of the test cases solved with the heuristic and
with lp-solve are as follows:
1. Over all test cases a mean solution quality of 95.55% is observed at several QoS-CoS correlation levels and problem sizes. The heuristic achieves
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Figure 31: QoS-CoS correlation vs. computation time n = 6, m = 6

good solution qualities irrespective of the QoS-CoS correlation which
serves as an indicator for the robustness of the heuristic concerning QoSCoS correlation.
2. As already observed in Figure 28, 29, and 30, higher QoS-CoS correlation results in slightly better solution quality. Obviously, the higher the
QoS-CoS correlation the smaller is the difference between the computed
values si,j and cli,j in the global_list[] and the cat_listi []. The service
candidates are more equal concerning their cost-effectiveness measures
si,j and cli,j , although they differ in their absolute values. As a result,
the objective values of the invocation plans do not disperse widely and
result in better solution qualities.
After focusing on the impact on the solution quality, the impact on the computation time is analyzed in the following. The absolute observed mean computation times for the exact approach and the heuristic MSS.KOM are depicted for n = 6 workflow steps in Figure 31, 32, and 33.
Each measured point in the figures represents the mean value of 25 test
cases. As it can be observed, the absolute computation times for the exact approach are very high and are not suitable for time-critical resource planning
requirements. Concerning small problems sizes (n = 6, m = 6), the exact computation times of lp-solve range from 283 ms to 47, 372 ms, whereas in case of
m = 10 the computation times range from 38, 487 ms to 32, 162, 482 ms. This
indicates the high influence of the QoS-CoS correlation of the test cases on the
computation time of the exact solution. Concerning test cases with low QoSCoS correlation, the Branch & Bound method used by lp-solve can delimit the
solution space faster than in case of a high QoS-CoS correlation where the test
cases are very homogeneous. As it can already be seen at a mid-sized problem
as depicted in Figure 32, i.e., a service-based workflow with 6 workflow steps
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Figure 33: QoS-CoS correlation vs. computation time n = 6, m = 10

and 8 alternative services per category, an exact solution cannot be achieved
in less than 47 seconds at an average QoS-CoS correlation level of 57%. At a
high QoS-CoS correlation level, the exact solution needs up to 20 minutes for
solving the resource planning problem. In case of the problem size presented
in Figure 33, the calculation of the exact solution needs several hours. This
indicates the high impact of the problem size and the QoS-CoS correlation
on the computation time, resulting in an exponential increase in computation
time for the exact solution.
In contrast to the exact solution, the developed heuristic MSS.KOM shows
significant outperformance in terms of computation time. As shown in Figure 31, the computation time is 0.42 ms on average, representing 0.14% of the
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shortest time needed for the exact solution at the smallest QoS-CoS correlation
level. Concerning a larger problem size, Figure 33 shows computation times
for the heuristic of about 1.61 ms on average. This complies with 0.038% of
the computation time needed by the exact solution. In each of the analyzed
scenarios with varying problem sizes, the outperformance of the heuristic in
contrast to the exact solution can be observed. Furthermore, selected results
with n = 8 and n = 10 are described in Figure 46 and 47 in the appendix on
page 133 and 134. The mean observed relative computation time of the heuristic in this evaluation is 0.13%, vastly decreasing with increasing QoS-CoS correlation. Furthermore, the computation time of the heuristic is invariant of the
QoS-CoS correlation. This finding affirms that the heuristic is applicable to a
large variety of test cases independent on the QoS-CoS correlation of the test
cases.
Due to the large increase in computation time of the exact solution with
increasing QoS-CoS correlation, a QoS-CoS correlation level of about 55% is
used for the further analysis in order to represent a realistic trade-off between
the size of test samples and computation times of the solution approaches.
8.3

impact of restriction strength

After the evaluation of the impact of the QoS-CoS correlation of the test cases
on the solution quality and on the computation time, this section focuses on
the restriction strength of the side conditions of the optimization problem. Obviously, varying restriction strengths affect the selection process of the services.
An increasing execution capacity restriction strength Wres results in a higher
workload, i.e., more workflow execution requests. This yields to a larger number of parallel service invocations in order to meet workload requirements. Focusing on the response time restriction strength τres , an increase in this restriction strength represents a decrease in the value τres resulting in a smaller overall response time of the service-based workflow. If both restriction strengths
increase, i.e., increasing value of Wres and decreasing value of τres it may
be possible that no solution of the optimization problem exists. In order to
analyze this behavior, the following deliberations observe the impact of the
restriction strength on the solution quality and on the computation time.
In the findings of section 8.2 the QoS-CoS correlations of the test cases are
set to about 55%, representing a realistic trade-off between test samples and
computation time. In order to present the results of the impact of the restriction strength on computation time and solution quality, test samples with 8
workflow steps and 8 alternative services per workflow step are chosen.
In a first evaluation the impact of the execution capacity restriction strength
is analyzed by generating test cases with varying restriction strengths for the
execution capacity Wres while keeping the response time restriction strength
τres = 100% as presented in Figure 34 and 35. In this consideration, 25 test
cases for each restriction strengths Wres varying in steps of 10% from 10% to
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Figure 35: Execution capacity restriction strength Wres vs. computation time
n = 8, m = 8

100% are analyzed.
The distribution of the solution quality Frel for the 8|8 problem in Figure
34 presents a mean value of 93.5%. Concerning the impact of the restriction
strength Wres on the solution quality, on average, the solution quality is relatively invariant to the restriction strength of the execution capacity. Focusing
on the impact of the restriction strength Wres on the computation time of
both, the heuristic and the exact solution, it can be observed that on average
the heuristic took about 6.23 ms, whereas the exact approach took about 10
minutes. This leads to an average relative computation time of 0.06% slightly
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Figure 36: MSS.KOM – Response time restriction strength τres vs. solution quality
n = 8, m = 8

increasing with the restriction strength. At low restriction strengths, few services are necessary in order to determine a feasible solution. Hence, the Branch
& Bound method determines feasible solutions very early, resulting in a relatively small computation time. High restriction strength leads to a small solution space and many branches can be discarded due to constraint violations.
Between these two restrictions strength the Branch & Bound method needs a
high computation time as presented in Figure 35. In some cases it is not possible to determine a feasible solution due to the distribution of test cases as in
case of restriction strengths above 70%. In these cases, the restriction strengths
of both, the response time and the execution capacity are too high. No set of
services in the test cases fulfills the requirements on response time and execution capacity in the side conditions.
The results of the analysis of the impact of the response time restriction
strength on the computation time and on the solution quality is presented in
Figure 36 and 37. For test case generation, the capacity restriction strength
Wres is set to 40% and 25 test cases for the response time restriction strengths
varying in steps of 10% are generated. The smaller the value of τres in %, the
larger is the restriction strength. As it can be seen in Figure 36, the heuristic has
a very high solution quality with a mean value of 92.71% slightly increasing
with increasing restriction strength. As Figure 37 presents the computation
time of the heuristic and the exact solution, it can be observed that the heuristic
has a very small computation time of 4.11 ms on average. The decrease in
computation time of the exact solution for a high response time restriction
strength occurs because the Branch & Bound method can be executed faster,
which means that the branching performs better. Again for higher restriction
strengths (τres < 60%) no feasible solution exists. For some problem sizes
it is not possible to determine all possible solutions because of computation
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Figure 37: Response time restriction strength τres vs. computation time n = 8, m = 8

times beyond 18 hours whereas MSS.KOM solves the problem within 17 ms
on average.
8.4

impact of problem size

Focusing on the impact of the problem size on the solution quality and on
the computation time, Figure 38 and 39 present significant results. Besides the
analysis of problem sizes up to 10|10, also larger problems, i.e., 7|15 and 15|7,
are generated and solved with the heuristic and with the exact solver lp-solve.
Due to the vastly increase in computation time for large-sized problems, these
two additional problems are generated in order to serve as a basis for the analysis of large-sized problems.
For the analysis in this section, 18 ∗ 25 = 450 test cases are generated with
a QoS-CoS correlation mean value of about 55% (xz ranges from 0.5 to 0.8 dependent on the test cases). Furthermore, the findings of the previous section
are used in order to determine an appropriate restriction strength. In this section the response time restriction strength is set to 100%, i.e., the response time
restriction τ is set to t and the execution capacity restriction strength is set to
30%, i.e., W = 0.3 ∗ W.
Focusing on the solution quality as presented in Figure 38, the evaluation
presents an average solution quality for the heuristic MSS.KOM of about 95%.
Furthermore, the solution quality is relatively independent of the problem size.
As can be seen in Figure 39, the exact solution reveals an exponential increase
in computation time with increasing problem sizes. In contrast, the computation time of the developed heuristic increases very small with increasing
problem size. Concerning large problem sizes, e.g., a problem with 7 workflow steps and 15 service candidates per category, the computation time of the
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solver has been about 59 hours on average. This large computation time confirms the presumption that it is necessary to use efficient heuristics for solving
the resource planning problem. Concerning this large problem size the heuristic performs very fast, i.e., it solves the optimization problem within 22 ms.
Although this computation time is too large for time-critical requirements, it
is a good result in contrast to the exact solution. Concerning small problem
sizes, the evaluations presented in Figure 39 confirm computation times of a
few milliseconds up to 1-2 seconds.
Analyzing the impact of the number of workflow steps and the number of
alternative service candidates per category in detail, it can be stated that the
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Initial Prob.
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Table 5: 3S.KOM - Reduction of solution space

influence of these two parameters have the same impacts on the solution quality and on the computation time. An increasing number of workflow steps n
and an increasing number of service candidates m leads to a slight decrease
in solution quality and also to an increase in computation time.
After the detailed evaluation of the developed heuristic MSS.KOM, the next
section analyzes the developed single service selection heuristic 3S.KOM in
comparison to MSS.KOM and presents selected results.
8.5

comparative analysis

In this section, 13 ∗ 25 = 325 test cases with a QoS-CoS correlation mean value
of about 55% are generated. The response time restriction strength τ is set to
100% and the execution capacity restriction strength Wres to 30%.
Before presenting the detailed comparison of the developed heuristics, the
search space reduction of 3S.KOM is analyzed. Table 5 gives an overview on
the degree of the search space reduction. The first column presents the analyzed initial problem size of the resource planning problem whereas the second column presents the problem size after the transformation and shows the
drastic increase in alternative services per category. Column 3 shows the reduced number of services per category after the adoption of the described
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Problem Size

4|4

4|6

6|4

8|4
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8.5103

2.9622

1.4687
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0.5679
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Table 6: Heuristics – Relative computation times in %, 1/2

Problem Size

10|4

8|6

6|8

6|10

10|6

8|8

MSS.KOM

0.0048

0.0016

0.0020

0.0009

0.0002

0.0001

3S.KOM

0.0310

0.0060

0.0086

0.0079

0.0003

0.0002

Table 7: Heuristics – Relative computation times in %, 2/2

algorithm and the search space reduction ratio is depicted in column 4.
As described in Section 7.5, the objective of the heuristic 3S.KOM is the
reduction of the solution space, following a two-step approach. During the
creation of the power set of the services in each category and after the aggregated services are created, the solution space is reduced. Without a reduction
of a solution space, (2m )n possible service combinations would exist. Out of
those combinations, the optimization algorithm would determine the best invocation plan meeting all constraints of the optimization model, resulting in
very high computation times [BSR+ 06b].
Assuming a problem size n|m, the proposed algorithm of 3S.KOM reduces
the resulting aggregated services per category to less than m. Concerning a
problem size 8|8, the power set in each category results to 28 = 256 services.
Thus, the new created problem is a 8|256 problem where it is allowed to select one aggregated service per category with a possible number of service
combinations of 2568 . Even with high-performance heuristics, this solution
space is too large in order to handle this problem in short computation times.
Thus, 3S.KOM transforms the 8|256 problem into a 8|4 problem where only
one aggregated service per category has to be chosen. This yields to a very
high reduction of the solution space as presented in Table 5, influenced by the
workflow length and the number of services per category. It can be observed,
that dependent on the problem size, the reduction of the search space has a
ration of 10−3 to 10−24 , computed as the ratio between the number of possible
service compositions. This occurs because the number of workflow steps and
the number of services per category both influence the initial problem size exponentially. Furthermore, the lower the QoS-CoS correlation, the more services
can be deleted in the solution space.
After the description of the search space reduction, the following presents
results in a comparative observation of the developed heuristics. Evaluations
show, that the developed heuristic 3S.KOM is very fast also in comparison to
MSS.KOM as presented in Table 6 and 7. At small problem sizes, 3S.KOM
needs only 8% of the time of the exact solution. With increasing problem
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Figure 40: Heuristics – Problem size (n|m) vs. computation time

size the computation time of the heuristic 3S.KOM further decreases to a relative computation time of less than 0.0002% of the exact solution. In contrast,
MSS.KOM shows relative computation times of 0.49% to less than 0.0001%.
This highlights the extreme performance of both heuristics.
The robustness of both heuristics in terms of computation time is further presented in Figure 40, presenting the absolute values for the computation time
of both heuristics and the exact solution. Since the computation time of the exact solution vastly increases with the problem size, the computation times of
the heuristics increase slightly. In detail, the exact solution needs computation
times from 14 ms up to 4, 248, 259 ms depending on the problem size. Obviously, these computation times cannot be used for time-critical computation of
an exact solution for the analyzed resource planning problem. Comparing the
relative and the absolute computation times of 3S.KOM and MSS.KOM, the
latter performs better than 3S.KOM and is well suited for solving the resource
planning problem offering short computation times.
Focusing on the solution quality an inverse observation can be noticed, as
the solution quality of 3S.KOM, depicted in Figure 41, is always higher than in
case of MSS.KOM. Thus, 3S.KOM has a higher solution quality but is slower
in terms of computation time. Depending on the application scenario, the computation time and solution quality preferences, the intermediary has to select
between those heuristic solutions. As both solutions have a high solution quality independent of the problem size, MSS.KOM reveals always shorter computation times. Thus, for the considered resource planning problem, the heuristic
solution MSS.KOM is well suited, solving the problem at high solution qualities and short computation times.
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8.6

summary

This chapter provides a detailed evaluation of the developed heuristic solutions and presents selected results. For the heuristic solution MSS.KOM,
the impact of influencing factors as the QoS-CoS correlation, the restrictions
strength, and the problem size on the solution quality as well as on the computation time are analyzed. Furthermore, the developed heuristic solutions
MSS.KOM and 3S.KOM are compared in a detailed analysis. For the determination of the computation time and the solution quality the absolute values of
the computation time and the values of the objective functions are compared
to an exact solution of the optimization problem, solved with the mixed integer linear programming solver lp-solve2 .
Independent of the analyzed influencing factors, the developed heuristic solution MSS.KOM has a vast advantage in computation time in contrast to the
exact solution. The relative computation time decreases vastly with increasing problem size and increasing QoS-CoS correlation of the test cases. Even
at a large problem size with n = 10 and m = 10, the heuristic solves the
analyzed resource planning problem at a solution quality above 92% about a
factor 107 faster than the exact solution and at least about a factor 3 faster than
3S.KOM. The overall average solution quality over all test cases of MSS.KOM
has been about 95% and of 3S.KOM about 97%. Both heuristic solutions reveal
computations times of a few milliseconds whereas MSS.KOM performs faster
than 3S.KOM. As both heuristic solutions achieve high solution qualities, the
developed high-performance heuristic MSS.KOM is the preferred heuristic in
terms of computation time for the resource planning problem discussed in this
chapter.
2 http://lpsolve.sourceforge.net/5.5/
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CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

This chapter concludes the main findings of this thesis and gives an outlook
on future research challenges in the field of cross-organizational service-based
workflows.
9.1

conclusion

The application of the SOA paradigm on workflows introduces major challenges in recent years, especially in the field of workflow composition ensuring specific QoS and cost requirements of the users. Workflows can be decomposed into basic activities realized by reusable services offering specific
business functionalities.
Concerning cross-organizational service-based workflows, services can be
sourced from internal as well as from external providers. The success of the
composed workflow is significantly dependent on the QoS in a scenario in
which an intermediary aggregates workflow execution requests and composes
workflows for his customers. Thus, ensuring QoS is mandatory in order to stay
competitive. Efficient solution strategies for the QoS optimization of servicebased workflows are necessary in order to provide a high level of QoS to the
workflow consumers. Especially, considering specific QoS parameters such as
response time, execution capacity, and several pricing models, the creation of
invocation plans, meeting customer requirements, is of high importance. For
workflows with a high repetition rate, inducing a large workload, multiple
parallel service invocations may be necessary in order to serve all incoming
workflow execution requests. The main objective of the intermediary is the
creation of cost-efficient invocation plans that meet customer requirements.
Furthermore, a resource planning is necessary for the determination of the
number of services that have to be invoked in order to be able to serve all
incoming workflow execution requests.
Thus, this thesis provides several contributions to the QoS optimization of
service-based workflows. The main contribution is the development and the
evaluation of efficient resource planning heuristics, facilitating the fast computation of cost-efficient invocation plans out of services with limited execution
capacities and a specific pricing model. Furthermore, other constraints such
as execution deadlines are taken into account and the problem is formulated
as an optimization problem that is proven to be NP-hard. Thus, two efficient
heuristic solutions are developed and implemented. For the evaluation, the optimization model is solved by mathematical optimization with an exact solution as well as by the application of the developed heuristics. The results show
heuristic solutions achieving a solution quality of 95% (MSS.KOM) on aver-
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age, revealing computation times significantly better than the exact solution.
The relative computation times of the high-performance heuristic MSS.KOM
are 0.49% to less than 0.0001% in comparison to the exact solution. Furthermore, the computation time of MSS.KOM is at least about a factor 3 faster
than in case of 3S.KOM. Hence, the developed heuristic solution MSS.KOM is
especially useful in time-critical applications in which the offering of services
changes dynamically and the determination of cost-efficient invocations plans,
meeting constraint requirements, have to be computed fast.
Further contributions address several challenges in the field of QoS optimization of service-based workflows. As a foundation, a classification of pricing models for services is developed, classifying these in three high level types
of pricing models: variable fee, fixed fee, and hybrid fee pricing models. Furthermore, the impact on the service selection process of services for each of
these models is discussed and analyzed in detail.
The developed QoS optimization solutions support the intermediary in the
worst- and average-case performance analysis of service-based workflows. In
the average-case performance analysis, key findings of queuing theory are
adapted to the concept of service-based workflows. Furthermore, an optimization approach is developed which supports the intermediary in the optimization of the service utilization by providing a solution with low service invocation costs. Furthermore, constraints as the avoidance of a large increase
of response time are taken into account. Concerning the worst-case performance analysis, major insights of network calculus are identified and adapted
to the concept of service-based workflows. Consequently, optimization approaches, facilitating the optimization of QoS parameters such as the delay
or the throughput in the worst-case, are developed. Finally, the architectural
extension WPX.KOM for generic QoS management systems for service-based
workflows, facilitating the realization and implementation of the developed
solution strategies for the resource planning of service-based workflows, is
proposed.
9.2

outlook

The presented QoS optimization approaches for service-based workflows are
one aspect of the QoS management of service-based workflows. Thus, this
section highlights several research challenges concerning service-based workflows in the future. Figure 1 in Section 1.1 gives an overview on related research topics in the field of service-based workflows whereas the presented
thesis mainly focuses on the service composition and resource planning of
service-based workflows.
One major research challenge in the field of service-based workflows is the
monitoring of services in order to avoid SLA violations. Monitoring mechanisms have to detect SLA violations before they occur and have to propose
countermeasures ensuring a reliable workflow execution. Besides centralized
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monitoring mechanisms, decentralized monitoring mechanisms realize good
monitoring results in terms of violation detection at decreasing monitoring
costs [RES+ 08], [Rep09]. Furthermore, these approaches have to be adapted
to large-scale systems with several stakeholders such as service providers and
service consumers and extended to automated negotiation mechanisms for
SLAs as a reaction of detected SLA violations.
As the Internet of Services comprises various roles and responsibilities, effective governance approaches become more and more important. Regarding
the increasing number of services and the increasing system complexity, SOA
Governance is an important issue in the future [NERS08]. A dedicated governance should define policies and recommendations for the management of
requirements and for decisions such as buying a service on the market or developing a service. Furthermore, methods for the assessment of SOA maturity
as well as governance policies have to be designed in the future.
Cross-organizational workflows induce a large set of security issues. Because
of a large variety of service providers and service consumers and the changing offering of services over time, a large set of business relationships occur
beyond enterprise boundaries. Large and complex distributed systems with
different owners and services that have a high interoperability and are loosely
coupled represent major challenges in the field of SOA security [MGK+ 09].
Thus, special purpose security mechanisms addressing these challenges have
to be designed in order to support, e.g., intrusion detection and the assessment
of SOA security risks.
Future work in the field of QoS optimization for cross-organizational servicebased workflows is the adaptation of the developed solution strategies to other
pricing models such as pricing models with dynamic schemes. Furthermore,
the prediction of the incoming workflow execution requests has to be analyzed
further in order to provide appropriate input parameters for the described
optimization approaches.
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